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ABSTRACT

A

Critical Analysis of the Administrative and Organizational Implementation

of the

Massachusetts Comprehensive Special Education Law
the Period from September 1, 1974 to

November

of

1972 During

30, 1975

(May 1976)

Donald R. Snyder, B.S., Westfield State College,

M.S.

,

Columbia University, M.S.
Ed. D.

,

,

Springfield College

University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Raymond

The objective of the study was

to

Wyman

determine to what degree,

if

any, the

special education administrative and organizational structures of Massachusetts
public school districts changed after implementation of the Massachusetts

Comprehensive Special Education Law

of 1972.

Using the objective of the study as a basis, a questionnaire was developed
and distributed

to

220 administrators of Massachusetts Public School Special

Education Programs.

Questionnaires were returned by 123 of the administrators

(55.9%).
All of the administrators reported that the coordination between their

school districts and the local and State agencies responsible for school age
individuals with special needs had increased.

The greatest increases were

with the Regional Branch Offices of the Division of Special Education, the

v

Office for Children, the school district parent advisory groups, and the

Massachusetts Advocacy Center.

Nearly 90.0% of the administrators indicated that their school districts

had a separate budget for special education programs.
of the administrators reported that they

Practically

had been given the authority

administer their district's programs for pupils with special needs.
43.

9%

all,

85.0%,

to

However,

of the administrators indicated that they did not devote full time to

special education related duties; 32.5% said that they reported to someone

other than the superintendent of their school districts; and 17. 1% checked

work a twelve month year.

that they did not

The level
to staff

of training of teachers, psychologists,

and counselors hired

school district special education programs was considered

that at least
certified;

90.0%

55.0%

of the administrators indicated that all

that all or

to

be high

in

or most were

most teachers and psychologists had Masters

Degrees; and 72.2% that their counselors had Masters Degrees.

The groups most closely associated with school district special education

programs: school committees, parent advisory groups, and the parents

of

special education pupils were rated as having a good understanding of the Law.

However, 74.0% of the administrators

felt that

community residents were

only moderate in their support of the requirements of the Law.

vi

There was
either the

little

number

or no relationship between the findings of the study and

of pupils in the school district, or the regular or special

per pupil expenditure.
In conclusion, the study indicated that there

had been changes

in the

administrative and organizational structures of Massachusetts public school
districts after the implementation of the Massachusetts

Education

number

Law

of 1972, but that the

Comprehensive Special

changes were not related to either the

of pupils in the school district or the regular or special

expenditure.

vii

per pupil
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CHAPTER

I

THE ADMINISTRATOR OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SPECIAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Current Practice

Every school

district in the

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts

was

required by state law to appoint an administrator of special education by

September

1,

1974 as per the following provisions of the "Regulations for

the Implementation of Chapter 766 of the Acts of 1972:

Special Education

Law." (May

The Comprehensive

28, 1974):

Administrator of Special Education

Each school committee
of Special Education.

shall appoint a person to be its Administrator
Such appointment shall be made in accordance

with the following: (200.

0)

Each school committee with three thousand or more
school age children enrolled in its school system shall
appoint a person qualified pursuant to the requirements
of paragraph 1002. 8 to be its Administrator of Special
Education. Such Administrator shall devote full time
to the duties involved in supervising the provision of all
special education programs and services in the school
system, including those duties listed in paragraph 310.0.
(

200 . 1 )

Each school committee with less than three thousand children
enrolled in its school system shall appoint a person qualified
pursuant to the requirements of paragraph 1002.8 to be its

2

Administrator of Special Education. Such Administrator
shall have the duties involved in supervising the provisions
of all special education programs and services in the
school system, including those duties listed in paragraph
310.0. Such Administrator may have other duties if the
special education duties are not such as to require the
devotion of full time.

However, other than

(200.2)

to define the

special education, the Regulations left

concerning

the* effective

in the individual

requirement for an administrator of

some

of the

most crucial decisions

implementation of the position up

Massachusetts public school districts.

to

school officials

The Regulations did

not speak to such basic issues as the administrator's position level within the

school district, (e.g.

,

Did the administrator report directly

of schools?); line and staff relationships; salary range;

superintendent

to the

work year

(i.e.

,

months? twelve months?); or many other administrative issues pertinent
the uniform implementation of the

It

was assumed

Law

in all

Commonwealth school

that the individual school districts

were

ten
to

districts.

parameters

to define those

of the administrator's position not specifically delineated in the Regulations.

One

of the

most current and comprehensive studies

special education administrator was done by Kohl and

of the role of the

Marro

(1971).

It

was

the first national study of public school administrators of special education in
the United States.

was written

The study was conducted for

— in the words of Willenberg (1964):

the

same purpose

this

paper

3

After more than a half century of public school programs
for exceptional children, there is still no single source of

comprehensive information providing a rationale, structure
and process for the administration of special education
programs, (p. 194)

The Kohl and Marro (1971) study supported Willenberg's (1964) statement
that there

was "no

single source of comprehensive information providing a

rationale, structure and process for the administration of special education

programs"

(p.

The lack

194).

into practice in that there

of

comprehensive information carried over

were a variety

of

methods of assigning the

-responsibility for administering public school

programs for

individuals with

special needs.

The

staff of the Virginia State

Department

of

Education recognized the

variety of special education administrative structures in their publication
entitled:

ment"

"Services for Exceptional Children:

(1970)

A

Guide for Program Improve-

when they wrote: "The responsibility for supervision

education varies

among school

divisions.

In

to the director of instruction, a supervisor,

some instances

it is

of special

delegated

or a visiting teacher"

(p.

60).

They also recognized the need for assigning the responsibility for supervision
of special education

programs

program success and

to a trained specialist in

order

to

insure

effectiveness:

Special Education programs operate more effectively
and successfully when one person has the responsibility
for the entire program. The person selected for this
role should possess qualities of leadership and personal

characteristics which enable him to work effectively
in the education of exceptional children,
(p. 60)

As indicated

in the

Kohl and Marro (1971) study, and as implied in the

State of Virginia handbook (1970), the organizational position of the administrator
of special education within the structure of the local school district

major determining factor

was a

in both the effectiveness and quality of the school

district’s special education

program.

Kohl and Marro (1971) stated:

His status, influence, and direct participation in policy
and budget determination often reflect the state of the
special education program. Of particular importance
is his relationship with the central administration and
school board,
In this

(p.

9)

1973 policy statement concerning "The Organization and

Administration of Special Education" the Delegate Assembly of The Council
for Exceptional Children was emphatic in
for administering the special education

its

stand that the "Responsibility

program should be clearly defined

so that accountability for service effectiveness can be maintained"

They went on

to

(p.

72).

say that the following functions should be assigned to the

administrator of special education:
1.

2.

Establishing and maintaining effective ways of identifying
children with special education needs, (p. 72)

Assessing the special needs of children to determine what
kinds of special programs and services should be provided
for them.

(p.

72)

5
3.

4.

Planning and organizing an appropriate variety of
interventions or program alternatives for exceptional
children, (p. 72)

Marshaling the resources needed

program
5.

of special education,

conduct a comprehensive

72)

Using direction, coordination, and consultation as required
to guide the efforts of all those who are engaged in the
special education enterprise,

6.

to

(p.

(p.

72)

Conducting evaluation and research activities to reflect
to incorporate new knowledge and
constantly improve special instruction and the quality of

new emphases and
special services,

7.

(p.

72)

Involving community representatives in planning programs
understanding and support, (p. 72)

to insure their

8.

Conducting programs for staff development, such as
inservice or continuing education programs, (p. 72)

In articulating the essentiality for a clearly defined policy that

assigned

accountability for the service effectiveness of public school special education

programs

to the

administrator of special education,

CEC

then stated

its

stand

on where the special education administrator and his unit should be placed
the school district’s hierarchal structure:

Every school system should contain a visible central
administrative unit for special education programs and
services which is at the same administrative hierarchal
level as

othermajor instructional program

(Usually this will

mean an

units.

assistant or associate

superintendent level position or similar office at
"cabinet" level directly below the superintendent
level,

(p.

72)

in

6

The quality

of a school district’s

program for

individuals with special

needs seemed to be directly related to the administrator of special education's
position in the school district's hierarchal structure.

It

was considered

essential that in order to have an impact in influencing school district policy,
the administrator required direct access to both the school district's central

administration and to the school board.
policy from the top

Impact

was considered crucial

in

in

shaping school district

order

to insure, as

Connor

(1963) stated, "the instructional objectives and nature of the educational

program for exceptional children
emphases and decisions"

(p.

take precedence in shaping administrative

69).

Some Theoretical Considerations

It

was considered essential

to

summarize some

theoretical considerations

pertinent to the process of administration in order to bridge the gap between

administrative practice and administrative theory.

In the

words

of

Connor

(1963):

This complex combination of knowledge, skills and
demanded by administrative responsibilities
can be effectively assisted by the organization and
delineation of guidelines and predictors and the
clarification available through the formulation of a
attitudes

theory of administration,

For the purpose

(p.

69)

of the following discussion, a distinction

between the concepts of "management" and "leadership".

It

was made

was a

subtle

7

distinction, but one basic to an understanding of the inner- workings of an

organization and the effectiveness of individuals who have accepted supervisory
positions.

Management was defined by Hersey and Blanchard

(1972) "as

working

with and through individuals and groups to accomplish organizational goals"
(p.

3).

The same authors defined leadership as "working with and through

people to accomplish goals,
(p.

.

.

.

goals not necessarily organizational goals"

4).

Management was seen as being most closely related

to the

formal

organization; leadership to both the formal and informal organizations.

was

felt that the ultimate

It

success of an administrator of special education in

achieving the implementation of comprehensive special education programs

rested on the administrator’s ability to recognize and compensate for the
differences in
tion,

management and personnel goals

including public schools.

chief responsibilities
stood, accepted,

organizations.

was

to

In brief, it

was

that existed in

felt that

every organiza-

one of the administrator's

provide special education goals that were under-

and supported by the school districts formal and informal

In the

words of Connor

(1963):

"If the

formal and informal

groups in an organization approach congruency, then the total organization
will reach

maximum achievement"

(p.

73).

8

Administration was considered

to

be a management process.

that involved planning, organizing, motivating, and controlling.

Blanchard (1972) considered those management functions
all

organizations and levels of management.

Management Koontz and O'Donnel
,

In their

to

A

process

Hersey and

be relevant to

book Principles of

(1968) elaborated on the

commonality

of

managerial functions:
Acting in their managerial capacity, presidents, department
heads, foremen, supervisors, college deans, bishops, and
heads of governmental agencies all do the same thing. As
managers they are all engaged in part in getting things
done with and through people. As a manager, each must,
at one time or another, carry out all the duties characteristic
of

managers,

(p.

54)

The administrator's planning responsibility involved the development
and implementation of goals and objectives for the organization.

His organizing

functions included combining resources, people, capital, and equipment in

order

to

achieve the goals and objectives of the organization.

The efficiency

and effectiveness with which the goals and objectives could be achieved

depended on the administrator's

ability to motivate pertinent

formal and informal organization.

members

of the

Controlling was concerned with accountability

for achievement of the organizational goals and objectives by the administrator

working with and through individuals and groups.
In

an attempt

to identify successful leader behavior,

Hersey and

Blanchard (1972) defined leadership as "the process of influencing the
activities of an individual

or a group

in efforts

toward goal achievement

in a

9

given situation"

(p.

Jennings (1961) indicated that, "Fifty years of study

68).

have failed to produce one personality trait or set of qualities that can be

used to discriminate leaders and non-leaders"

seemed

to

have more

to

68).

(p.

Effective leadership

do with the leader's ability to adapt his style of

behavior to meet different situations and the varying demands of those for

and with

whom

he worked.

In this chapter, the

importance of the administrator of special education's

direct access to the school district's central administration

superintendent of schools and the school committee

program support was discussed

at length.

It

—particularly the

— in order to insure

will be

remembered

that

CEC

policy stated that the administrator of special education should be at the

hierarchal level as other major administrators.
direct relationship

pin

was described by Likert

The essentiality

(1961)

who called

it

same

of this

the "linking

concept":

The capacity to exert influence upward is essential if a
supervisor (or manager) is to perform his supervisory
functions successfully. To be effective in leading his
own work group, a superior must be able to influence his
own boss, that is, he needs to be skilled both as a
supervisor and as a subordinate, (p. 14)

CHAPTER

II

THE PROBLEM

Background

The Massachusetts Comprehensive Special Education Act

became law on September

1, 1974,

mandated

of 1972

which

that every individual with

special needs between the age of 3 and 21 was entitled to receive a free
public education designed to insure his

optimum

social, emotional, physical,

academic, and occupational functioning.

On May

28, 1974 the

Education issued:

Commonwealth

of

Massachusetts Department of

"Regulations for the Implementation of Chapter 766 of the

Acts of 1972: The Comprehensive Special Education Law." The Regulations

were written

to

provide school districts with step-by-step procedures for

implementing the Law.

However, neither the Act nor the Regulations spoke

directly to such basic issues as the organization, staffing, and administration
of

progr am s for pupils with special needs.

The Regulations required each school committee
person

more

to

be

its

administrator of special education.

If

to appoint

a qualified

there were 3, 000 or

children enrolled in the school system, the admininstrator had to devote

11
full

time to his duties.

If

could have other duties.

there were less than 3,000 children, the administrator

However, neither the Law nor

the Regulations referred

and staff relationships that school districts would be required

to the line

institute in

order

to insure the effective

to

and efficient organization and

administration of their programs for pupils with special needs.

Other than requiring school districts

to

have a

full

or a port time

administrator of special education, and to maintain certain pupil
ratios, neither the

Law nor

to

teacher

the Regulations provided guidelines or requirements

pertinent to the categories and numbers of professional, nonprofessional and

administrative personnel, school districts would be required to maintain or
provide.

Staffing would,

it

was assumed, be provided by each school

according to the numbers and requirements of

district

pupils with special needs.

its

Statement of the Problem

The objective

of this study

was

to

determine

to

what degree,

if

any, the

special education administrative and organizational structures of Massachusetts

public school districts changed after implementation of the Massachusetts

Comprehensive Special Education Law.

Questions to be Answered

1

.

Has coordination between public schools and public agencies
increased?

12
2.

Have there been administrative and organizational changes
special education

in

programs ?

there a separate budget for special education programs?

3.

Is

4.

How

5.

How does

is special

education administered?

the organizational level of special education central

administrative units compare with the organizational level of

other major instructional programs ?
6.

What

is the level of training of

personnel hired

to staff special

education programs ?
7.

Has community participation

in special education

programs

increased?
8.

Is

there a relationship between the number of pupils in the school

district and the changes

9.

Is

?

there a relationship between the per pupil expenditures and

the changes

which have taken place

Significance of the

It

which have taken place

was anticipated

?

Problem and Possible Implications

that the study

would provide information which would

assist Massachusetts State Department of Education personnel, public school

administrators, and others to determine to what degree,

if

any, the special

education administrative and organizational structures of Massachusetts

13

public school districts changed after the implementation of the Law.

The study compares the significant changes which have occurred

in the

special education administrative and organizational structures of Massachusetts
public schools to the 1973

CEC

Delegate Assembly approved Policy Statement

pertinent to the "Organization and Administration of Special Education. " The

CEC

Commission developed

Policies

some

the Policy Statement in order to "suggest

major principles on which a special education administrative

of the

organization should be based, given evidence available at this time" (CEC,
1973, p. 70).

Where

it is

determined that significant changes did occur

in the special

education administrative and organizational structures of Massachusetts public
school districts after the implementation of the Law, and where a relationship
is

established between those changes and the

in the

1973

CEC

recommended practice suggested

Policy Statement, then State and local education officials

may

be able to utilize the data for program planning, implementation, administration,

and evaluation.

Limitations of the Study
1.

The study was limited

to

an investigation of the "organization and

administration" aspects of the Massachusetts Comprehensive Special Education

Act

of 1972.

14
2.

The study was based on the responses

of

Massachusetts public

school administrators of special education.
3.

The objectives

of the study

were based on The Council for Exceptional

Children (1973) Delegate Assembly approved policy statement concerning the
"Organization and Administration of Special Education. "

Definition of the

1.

Regulations

Terms

— Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Department

of Education,

"Regulations for the implementation of Chapter 766 of the acts of 1972:

comprehensive special education law.
2.

Education
3.

Law — Commonwealth
Law

of

Boston, 1974.

Massachusetts "Comprehensive Special

of 1972. "

Public school regular education facility

of a school

committee

in

(Chap.

School age child with special needs

determined by a

CET

to

— a building under the supervision

which more than 70.0% of the children educated therein

are children without special needs.
4.

"

The

766, par. 110.0)

— a school age child who has been

be a child with special needs or has been referred to

a program described in paragraph 503. 7 (home or hospital program).

Such

determination or referral must be based upon a finding that a school age child,

because of temporary or more permanent adjustment

difficulties

or attributes

arising from intellectual, sensory, emotional or physical factors, cerebral

dysfunctions, perceptual factors, or other specific learning disabilities, or

—

15

any combination thereof,

is

unable to progress effectively in a regular

education program and requires special education.

Children of ages three and

four shall qualify as children with a substantial disability, as defined in

paragraph 119.
that

0, if

a

CET

determines that there

when such children enter kindergarten they

is

a reasonable likelihood

will

be school age children

with special needs as defined in the preceding sentence.

(Chap. 766, par.

116.0)

Regular education program

5.

for children without special needs.

— the

school program and pupil assignment

Such program

preparatory or technical education or

to college

typical grade progression

from kindergarten

is that

to a

which normally leads

career and which has a

to high school.

Such program

is

also that which offers a full range of supportive services which are normally

provided to children without special needs.
6.

Special education

(Chap. 766, par. 112.0)

— everything which

is

required to be provided

to a

school age child with special needs pursuant to the educational plan for such
(Chap. 766, par. 118.0)

child.

7.

it

Substantial disability

— a term used to describe a special need when

occurs in a child of age three or four.
8.

Least restrictive program

a decision

to

(Chap. 766, par. 119.0)

some

legal theorists have indicated that

place a handicapped child in any setting other than that used for

his non-handicapped peers is inherently restrictive and consequently a

deprivation of individual liberty, a circumstance which demands due process
of law.

16

Implementation of due process, in
officials

must be prepared

to

this regard,

means

accept the burden of proof

that school

for their recommendation.

Regarding the least restrictive alternative principle, the burden of proof must
relate to the concept well expressed in the Massachusetts statute that "until

proven otherwise, every child shall be presumed
to a

to

be appropriately assigned

regular education program and presumed not to be a school age child with
9.

special

needs or a school age child requiring special education" (Massachusetts

Law, Chapter 71B, 1972).

A Primer On

(The foregoing paragraphs were quoted from:

Due Process, The Council for Exceptional Children, December

1975, p. 17.)

SPED — acronym formed from

words

the initial syllables of the

special education.
10.

CEC — acronym formed from

the initial letters of the

words The

Council for Exceptional Children.
11.

Due process

— the late Supreme

Court Justice Felix Frankfurter

defined the constitutional dimensions of due process in the following way:

"Fairness of procedure

is 'due

process

in the

primary sense’.

.

.

.

'Due

process' cannot be imprisoned within the treacherous limits of any formula.

Due process

is

not a mechanical instrument.

It is

not a yardstick.

It

.

is a

delicate process of adjustment inescapably involving the exercise of judgment"
(cited in

A Primer On

Due Process

,

1975, p. 19).

.
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12.

CET — acronym formed from

Evaluation Team.

the initial letters of the

words Core

CHAPTER

III

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Method

The conceptual framework was delineated after a ten year, 1965
review of related literature was completed.

by the author

to 1975,

Manual searches were conducted

at the Westfield State College Library, Westfield,

Massachusetts,

and at the University of Massachusetts Library, Amherst, Massachusetts.

Computer assisted searches were conducted by

the staff of the University of

Massachusetts Library at Amherst, Massachusetts; and by the
Council for Exceptional Children's

staff of

The

ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and

Gifted Children in Reston, Virginia.

The Administrator

of Special

Education

Current Practice

The
in the

first national study of public school administrators of special education

United States was done by Kohl and Marro (1971).

questionnaire used

in the

the 50 United States.

to the

study were received from 1,066 administrators in

The Kohl and Marro (1971) study found

four special education administrators were men.

(54.

Responses

1%) were between the ages of 39 and 49.

It

Over

that three out of

half of the administrators

was found

that the title

most apt
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to

be given to the position was Director of Special Education (2S.9%), but

that there

was

"little

administration"
that they

uniformity in the use of

7).

(p.

titles in special

Only 32.0% of the responding administrators indicated

had a special education administrator's certificate.

certification for special education administrators
to speculate that

it

education

The lack

prompted Gearheart

of state

(1974)

reflected "the low level of state recognition of this

position as a special entity requiring specific training and experience"

(p.

157).

The mean salary for administrators was $14, 687, with a range from
$12,000 to $17,000.

However, special education administrators received

almost $2,000 less than elementary principals and $4,000 less than high school
principals.

Approximately 70 percent

role in selection of their staff.

of the administrators

However, a high percentage

had an active
of both beginning

and continuing teachers were not evaluated by the administrator of special
education.
In their "Special

Education Handbook for School Administrators" (1970),

the State of Washington held the local district's superintendent of schools

responsible for special education:

program

is

"Administration of the local special education

a direct responsibility of the superintendent of schools of the

individual district or his delegated representative"

According

Laws

of 1963

to

(p.

9).

Gearheart (1974) the following section of the Wisconsin

was interpreted by

the state superintendent as

meaning

that the

20

agency coordinator of cooperative educational service agencies must be
eligible to hold a superintendent's license.

The section stated "qualifications

established by rule of the state superintendent of public instruction but at least

equal to the highest level of certification required for local school district

administrators"

(p.

90).

viewed as a public school
to

If

the cooperative educational service agency

district,

and the agency coordinator was considered

be on the same level as a superintendent of schools

reasoning could be used to support

CEC

— then the same line of

policy statement that the administrator

of special education in a public school district should

of assistant

was

have held the position

or associate superintendent.

Nature and Purpose of Organizations

In

order

to establish

common

of public school administrative

points of reference basic to a discussion

and organizational structures, literature

pertinent to the nature and purpose of organizations in general was reviewed.

Organizations were seen as basic

As

to

most phases

of life in the United States.

Etizioni (1964) stated:
relies on organizations to give structure to many
fundamental aspects of our complex and heterogeneous
society. We are born in organizations, educated by
organizations, and many of us spend the major portion

America

of

It

was

those for

our lives working for organizations,

felt that

whom

(p.

1)

organizations should exist to serve the interests of

they were developed.

In the

case of the American public

21

schools, they should serve

all

children in the spirit of the (Brown v. Board

of Education, 1954) United States

Supreme Court decision

that education:

"is

a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing

him for later professional

training, and in helping

his environment" (cited in Goldberg

him adjust normally

& Lippman, 1974,

to

p. 326).

Organizations such as public schools were viewed as being composed of
both formal and informal organizational structures.

The formal organizational

structure was viewed as the administrative design for organizing the institution

or a static depiction of dynamic processes.

The informal organizational

structure, on the other hand, consisted of the day-to-day operations of duties,
responsibilities,

power and authority which were not formally provided

for.

(Bauman & Marrs, 1973) The formal organization was characterized as a
structure imposed or superimposed from the top of the organization down.

Examples were school board and administrative
the like issued

from above

to the staff at

policies, procedures and

lower echelons.

indicated that the formal organizational structure

consistency.

Connor

(1963)

was essential for order and

The informal organizational structure, on

the other hand,

was

characterized as consisting of routine duties, responsibilities, decisions and
the like not formally delegated by higher echelons, but required for the day-

to-day operation of the organization and, therefore, informally assumed by

lower echelons.

Connor (1963) saw the informal organization as providing

vitality for the organization.

Based on the foregoing discussion,

it

was
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postulated that any attempt to understand an existing organization must take
into consideration both the

were,

in

If

may

formal and the informal organization because they

many ways, interdependent and

inseparable.

the "formal, informal organizational structure" theory is accepted,

it

be theorized that the quality of a school district's programs for individuals

with special needs depends less on state regulations and guidelines and

on the commitment, training, experience and integrity of
special school staff,

its

administrative staff, and the

its

more

regular and

members

of its school

board.

Therefore,

it

was determined

that the successful implementation of the

Massachusetts Comprehensive Special Education Act depended upon the

commitment

of the

formal and the informal public school organization to the

spirit, as well as the letter, of the

brief, that total

total

Act and

commitment was deemed

lasting improvements

were

to

be made

for individuals with special needs.

its

supporting Regulations.

essential

if

any significant and

in the quality of

educational programs

The theory underlying the previous

observation was stated by Hersey and Blanchard (1972):

The individuals in the organization (both managers and
subordinates) either perceive their goals as being the same
as the goals of the organization or, although different, see
their own goals being satisfied as a direct result of working
for the goals of the organization. Consequently, the closer
get the individual's goals and objectives to the
organization's goals, the greater will be the organizational

we can

performance,

(p.

103)

In
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Organization and Administration of Special Education

CEC

It

to

Policy Statement

was recognized by The Council for Exceptional Children

provide and maintain the environmental conditions

would be most conducive
needs

it

to the

would be necessary

to

in public schools that

growth and learning of children with special
develop and implement

—where required —new

special education administrative and organizational patterns.
of that fact, the 1973

CEC

that in order

In recognition

Delegate Assembly approved the "Organization and

Administration of Special Education" policy statement summarized below:
I.

The right

to equal educational opportunity implies the

obligation of the appropriate governmental units to

provide free public education for
II.

The system

of organization

all children,

(p.

70)

and administration developed

for special education should be linked with regular

education,
III.

(p.

70)

Special education programs should be joined with other
child and family assistance programs of the community
in order to provide exceptional children and their
families with all needed services on a fully coordinated,
effective, and efficient basis,

IV.

(p.

71)

Responsibility for administering the special education
to that accountability

program should be clearly defined

for service effectiveness can be maintained,

(p.

72)
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V.

Every school system should contain a visible central
administrative unit for special education programs and
services which is at the same administrative hierarchal
level as other major instructional program units, (p. 72)

VI.

Financial support for special education should be a
separate and identified component of each school system's
budget, (p. 72)

VII.

Effective operation of special education

programs and
services requires employment of personnel who possess
the skills, understandings, and experience necessary to
deal effectively with the problems of exceptional children,
(p.

73)

Special Education requires a broad base of participation
and support from the community as well as from the
educational system, (p. 73)

VIII.

-

The Massachusetts Comprehensive Special
Education Act of 1972

The Massachusetts Comprehensive Special Education Act was actually
an education "bill of rights" for individuals ages 3 through 21 who were

determined

to

have special needs.

was broad enough so

that

most

The definition of a child with special needs

individuals between the ages of 3 and 21 could

have been considered to have special needs at some time during their school
years.

The Act provided the legal mechanism required

to

reshape the public

education structure to meet the needs of school age individuals.
In drafting the

Law,

the General Court

philosophy concerning the education of

all

revamped

the

Commonwealth's

school age individuals in general.

25

and of school age children with special needs in particular.
it

mandatory that

all

school districts provide uniformly high quality educational

services and programs to meet the needs of
it

illegal to label children.

but which

may

The Court made

And

in a

all

school age children.

phrase which received

It

made

little attention,

have been one of the most important statements in the Law, the

/
Court said that

it

was the purpose

of the

Act

to:

Prevent denials of equal educational opportunity on the basis
of national origin, sex, economic status, race, religion, or
physical or mental handicap in the provision of differential
education services. (Section 1, paragraph 2)

The Act went on

many needs and

to

say that educators must recognize that children have

characteristics and that a full range of educational services

and programs actually designed to meet their needs must be made available
at public expense.

The Act provided for parent and lay involvement

seeing, evaluating and operating special education
of regional

in

over-

programs through a system

and state advisory committees.

The General Court was direct and

to the point in assigning the responsibility

for educating school age individuals with special needs to public schools.

Act stated:

The school committee

of every city, town or school district

shall identify the school age children residing therein who
have special needs, diagnose and evaluate the needs of such

children, propose a special education program to meet those
needs, provide or arrange for the provision of such special

education program, maintain a record of such identification,
make
diagnosis, proposal and program actually provided and
(Section
3,
require,
may
such reports as the department

paragraph

1)

The

26

On May

28, 1974 the

Commonwealth

of Massachusetts Department of

Education issued: ’'Regulations for the Implementation of Chapter 766 of the
Acts of 1972: The Comprehensive Special Education Law." The Regulations
spelled out in step-by-step detail
to

be implemented.

how many

of the provisions of the

Law were

Unfortunately for program administrators , both the Act

and the Regulations were vague concerning how public school programs for
/

school age individuals with special needs were to be administratively

organized.

Right to Education

It

was by

the first time

action of the Massachusetts General Court in 1642 that, for

among English speaking

people, the right of the state to require

communities to set up and maintain schools was established.

(Faulkner,

1952)

Although past attempts had been made
"right to education" concept (Horace

to include all children in the

Mann, 1846),

it

was not

until the

October

1971 Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children class action opinion and

order (cited in Friedman & Beck, 1975, p. 38) was issued that the first
important legal breakthrough in the vindication of the rights of the mentally
retarded occurred.

The
14

plaintiffs

named retarded

were

the Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children,

children

who were denied an appropriate education

at public
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expense in Pennsylvania, and
defendants

were

Department

the

all

other children similarly situated.

Commonwealth

of Education, the State

of Pennsylvania, the Secretary of the

Board

of Education, the Secretary of the

Department of Public Welfare, certain school
in the

Commonwealth

The

districts and intermediate units

of Pennsylvania, their officers,

employees, agents and

successors.

The parties' consent agreement stated

that:

Expert testimony in this action indicates that all mentally
retarded persons are capable of benefiting from the
program of education and training; the greatest number of
retarded persons, given such education and tr ainin g, are
capable of achieving self-sufficiency, and the remaining
few, with such education and training, are capable of
achieving some degree of self-care; that the earlier such
education and training begins, the more thoroughly and
the more efficiently the mentally retarded person will
benefit from it; and, whether begun early or not, that
a mentally retarded person can benefit at any point in his
life and development from the program of education and
training.

...

It is

the

Commonwealth's obligation

to

place each mentally retarded child in a free, public program
of education and training appropriate to the child's capacity
within the context of a presumption that, among the
alternative programs of education and training required by
statute to be available, placement in a regular public school
class is preferable to placement in a special public school
class, and placement in a special public school class is
preferable to placement in any other type of program of
education and training, (cited in Friedman & Beck, 1975,
p. 39)

In Mills v.

Board

of Education of the District of

Friedman & Beck, 1975,

p. 24),

Columbia

(cited in

a class action case brought before the
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Federal District Court in the District of Columbia on September 21, 1971, the
principle of the landmark Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children case

was expanded

to give the right to an individually appropriate public education

not only to the mentally retarded but also to

all

other children suffering from

mental, behavioral, emotional, or physical handicaps or deficiencies.

The

Pennsylvania decision rested upon a consent agreement between the parties;
the Mills case on a pure constitutional holding, an even stronger precedential

value.

The judgment provided:
That no child eligible for a publicly supported education in
the District of Columbia public schools shall be excluded
from a regular public school assignment by rule, policy,

or practice of the Board or its agents unless such child
is provided: (a) adequate alternative educational services
suited to the child’s needs, which may include special
education or tuition grants; and (b) a constitutionally
adequate prior hearing and periodic review of his status,
progress, and the adequacy of any educational alternative.
(p.

26)

That defendants and those working with them be enjoined
from taking any actions which would exclude plaintiffs and
members of their class from a regular public school
assignment without providing them with alternatives at
public expense and a constitutionally adequate hearing.
(p.

26)

That the District of Columbia shall provide to each child
of school age a free and suitable publicly supported education
regardless of the degree of the child's mental, physical or
emotional disability or impairment. Insufficient resources
may not be a basis for exclusion, (p. 26)
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That defendants may not suspend a child from public schools
for disciplinary reasons for more than two days without a
hearing and without providing for his education during the
period of suspension,

(p.

26)

That defendants must provide each identified member of the
class with an education suited to his needs within 30 days;

and must provide likewise for others similarly situated
within 20 days after such persons become known to them.
26)

(p.

That defendants place announcements and notices in
specified media, and meet specific notice requirements to
parents, (p. 26)

A

consent agreement was signed in 1975 as a result of a class action

suit, filed in 1972,

on behalf of the residents of the State of Nebraska's

Beatrice State

Home

Exon and other

state

for the Mentally Retarded against Governor

government

officials.

An

article in the

James

J.

November 1975

issue of Insight: The Government Report of The Council for Exceptional
Children, reported
suit charged that Beatrice residents were not receiving
a constitutionally minimal level of "habilitation", a term
incorporating care, treatment, education and training, and
were not allowed to exercise their constitutional rights,
primarily that of personal liberty. Of significance was that
many of the named plaintiffs, according to the complaint,
who had been residents of Beatrice from one and a half
years to ten years, had actually regressed since their

The

admission. Allegedly, none were provided with
appropriate education and/or training programs at the

initial

institution,

(p.

5)

The consent agreement affirmed the mentally retarded individual's right
to services

which were the "least restrictive" of their personal liberty.

By

:
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'least restrictive", the

agreement meant that services should be provided as

much

home communities

as possible in the

of the mentally retarded citizens

rather than in institutions.

The major rights outlined
1.

2.

in the

agreement were:

The right

to

The right

to receive adequate

be free from harm.
care and habilitation in the

least restrictive setting.

In

(cited in

of a

the

The right

to

4.

The right

to an individual

due process.

program

a landmark Massachusetts case (Ricci, et

Friedman & Beck, 1975,

number

School.

3.

of

named

Commissioner

in the

al v. Greenblatt, et al)

p. 81), class action

plaintiffs, all of

The defendants

plan.

whom

was brought on behalf

resided at Belcher town State

case were the Secretary of

of Administration, the

Commissioner

Human

of the

Services,

Department

of

Mental Health, the Superintendent of Belchertown State School, and other
officials of the State of

of the consent decree,

was the agreement

Massachusetts.

One

of the

which the parties entered

most important provisions

into

on November 12, 1973,

of the defendants to

Increase the size of the staff at Belchertown. In particular,
they agreed to hire an additional 36 professional staff
personnel including therapists (physical, occupational,
speech), psychologists, social workers, teachers, and
counselors. They also agreed to expedite the hiring of
these personnel even if it meant circumventing normal
(p. 82)
civil service procedures,
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Defendants also agreed to provide program capacity for
75 retarded citizens in community residences and day

programs,

(p.

82)

The following quotation from Public Law 93-380 underscored the Federal
Government's policy concerning the right

of

every school age individual

to

an

appropriate, publicly supported education, in the least restrictive program
possible.

The law called for the states

to adopt:

(B) procedures to insure that, to the maximum extent
appropriate, handicapped children, including children in
public or private institutions or other care facilities, are

educated with children who are not handicapped, and that
special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of
handicapped children from the regular education environment
occurs only when the nature or severity of the handicap is
such that education in regular classes with use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.
(Public Law 93-380, Title VIB, Sec. 612, (d) (13B))

The United States Supreme Court

in several

1975 decisions clearly

enunciated the responsibility of public education officials to abide by the due

process requirements of the U.

Amendments.
deprived of

S. Constitution's Fifth

The Fifth Amendment guaranteed

and Fourteenth

that no

person shall "be

or property, without due process of law"; and, the

life, liberty,

Fourteenth that

No

state shall

make or enforce any law which

shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States;
nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law. (cited in A Primer on
Due Process 1975, p. vii)
,

The position

were

of the

Court in 1975 was that

all

school age individuals

entitled to an appropriate, publicly supported education, in the least
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restrictive
the U. S.

program possible.

The most outstanding example

Supreme Court's ruling

on Due Process

,

1975, p.

in the

vii), that if

Wood

of that

(1975) case (cited in

a school board

view was

A Primer

member engaged

in

any

actions that "would violate the constitutional rights of the students affected or
if

he took the action with the malicious intention to cause deprivation of

...

constitutional rights or other injury to the student.

be liable for the

he would personally

the intentional or otherwise inexcusable deprivation" of the

pupil's constitutional rights.
In conclusion, the posture of the courts in

CEC publication: A Primer On

following quotations cited in

when a

must assume

programs as a matter

full financial responsibility

"a public school education through high school

(Cook v. Edwards, 1972, p.
opportunity

Board

as stated in the

Due Process , "that

state undertakes to provide education for any child and does so through

the use of public or private

state

mid 1970 was,

is

2); that

of public policy, then the

for all children"
is

(p.

a basic right of

and

reasonably be expected to succeed in

citizens"

"stripping a child of access to educational

a life sentence to second-rate citizenship" (Lee v.

of Education, 1974, p. 2);

all

4); that

that,

life if

"it is doubtful that

he

is

Macon County

any child

may

denied the opportunity of an

education" (Brown v. Board of Education, 1954, p.

2).

CHAPTER

IV

PROCEDURES

Overview

Both the

Law and

the Regulations concerned themselves with the

humanitarian need to assure that every school age individual

in the

Common-

wealth was provided with appropriate, publicly supported education,
least restrictive

program possible. As stated

in the

in the

Law:

The General Court finds that past development of special
education programs has resulted in a great variation of
services to children with special needs with some children
having a greater educational opportunity than others in less
favored categories or environments. The General Court
further finds that past methods of labeling and defining the
needs of children have had a stigmatizing effect and have

caused special education programs to be overly narrow and
rigid, both in their content and their inclusion and exclusion
(Section 1)

policies.

The correlation between the great variation of services

in

Massachusetts

school districts and the lack of uniformity in the school district's special

education administrative and organizational structures

considered when the

Law and

the Regulations

was apparently not

were written, since neither spoke

of those basic issues.

However, The Council for Exceptional Children's 1973 Delegate Assembly
had approved a policy statement

entitled:

"Organization and Administration of
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Special Education. "

That policy statement (see appendix

A)

was used as

the

basis of the conceptual framework of this study.

Survey Methodology

In

preparation for designing the study, a 10 year

of related literature

was conducted as described

in

— 1965-1975 — review

Chapter III:

Review

of

Related Literature of this study.
After reviewing the literature,

it

was decided

to

survey

all

Massachusetts

administrators of public school special education programs to collect the

required data.

him

The members

of the author's Dissertation

Committee gave

the approval to develop a Dissertation Proposal based on a questionnaire

survey of Massachusetts administrators of public school special education

programs.
Following approval of the Dissertation Proposal by both the Dean of the
University of Massachusetts' Graduate School, and the Dean for Graduate
Affairs of the School of Education, the endorsement and support of the

following groups

was obtained: The Massachusetts Association

Education Administrators (see Appendix C);

of Special

The Council for Exceptional

Children's Massachusetts Council of Administrators of Special Education
(see

Appendix D).
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Pilot Studies

Using the Statement of the Problem and the Questions to be Answered
as the basis , a questionnaire which employed a closed-end technique to the

greatest extent possible was developed and field tested in the following Western

Massachusetts school districts:
(3,501 pupils);

Longmeadow

Westfield (7,275 pupils).

It

Agawam

(5,346 pupils); East

Loagmeadow

(4,314 pupils); Springfield (28,719 pupils); and

was

felt that

those school districts were

representative of the majority of suburban, urban and metropolitan Massachusetts
school districts.

Distribution of Questionnaire

A

list of all

Massachusetts administrators of public school special

education programs was obtained from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts'

Department

were mailed

of Education's Division of Special Education.
to the administrators

The questionnaires

on January 20, 1976.

The administrators had completed and returned 83 questionnaires by
February

7,

1976.

On

that date, a follow-up letter, with a check-off response

sheet (see Appendix E) and a self-addressed envelope were mailed to the 130

administrators who had not responded.

A March
naires.

On

1,

1976 deadline was chosen

to

end collection of the question-

that date, a total of 123 questionnaires had been returned.

The
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123 returned questionnaires represented a 55.9% participation rate by the
220 administrators in the study group.

Data Processing

Each questionnaire was hand coded on a "Coding Form for Questionnaire"
developed for this survey.
runs were made.

The

A computer program was

developed.

first to develop the basic data to

questions one through seven.

The second run was made

from questions one through seven

to the

interpretation of the data thus generated

Two computer

answer the study
to

compare the data

data in questions eight and nine.

was done by

the author.

All

CHAPTER

V

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The study was designed

to

answer a number

of questions pertaining to

the administrative and organizational implementation of the Massachusetts

Comprehensive Special Education Law

of 1972.

In

order

to obtain

data

pertinent to those questions, a questionnaire consisting of 30 closed questions

was constructed.
study,

The questionnaire, which

was distributed as described

in

is

included in appendix

chapter IV, Procedures.

B

of this

The results

of that survey are presented in the following sections of this chapter.

Findings

Has coordination between public schools and public agencies increased ?
In

order

to

answer

that question, the administrators

were asked

to indicate if

there had been a change in the cooperation, coordination, and liaison with their

school district and a

As presented
lot,

in

number

Table

1,

of Massachusetts groups since

they were asked

if

the relationship had:

increased some, remained the same, or decreased.

this study the categories:

and reported as increased.

increased a

lot,

September 1974.
increased a

For the purpose

increased some were combined

of

I
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The majority of administrators, 36. 6% reported that their
relationship with the Mental Health Department's
27.

7%

indicated that

it

checked no contact.

had increased;

Similarly, 34.

7.

3%

that

Area Board was

it

it

had increased;

of the administrators indicated that

1%

8.

the same;

had decreased; and 19. 5%

their contact with the Mental Health Department's Regional Office

same; 26. 0% that

district’s

9%

was the

that it had decreased; and 19.

5% no

contact.

The relationship between the Department

of Education's Division of

Special Education's Central office in Boston and the school districts was rated
as the

same by 34.1%

of the administrators, as increased

by 12.2%, and no contact by 9.8%.

by 37.4%, decreased

However, where the Department of

Education's Regional Offices were concerned, 72.3% of the administrators
indicated that the relationship had increased; 17.

same; only

4.

1% checked decreased, and none

1%

indicated that

it

was the

of the administrators indicated

no contact.

Of note

is the relationship the

administrators indicated that their

school districts had with the Rehabilitation Commission.
indicated that
that

it

it

was

the

had increased.

same,

22.

Of interest

8%

felt that it

is that 15.

4%

Although 35.8%

had decreased, and only 19. 5%
of the administrators indicated

no contact.

What was not surprising, since

their local associations have the

contact with school districts, was the relationships between the state

most
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Association for Retarded Citizens and the administrators.
40. 7%, indicated no contact; 36.
1.

6% checked same;

6% decreased. A somewhat higher percentage

13.

Most administrators,

8% increased; and only

of administrators, 26. 0%,

indicated that their district's relationship with the Association's local group

had increased, while 35. 0% noted that
it

it

was

the

same.

Only

1.

6% said

that

had decreased, and 25.2% checked no contact.

The Association for Children with Learning Disabilities' relationship
with their school district was described by 34.9% of the administrators as

increased, by 35.0% as the same, by 4.1% as decreased, and by 21.1% as

no contact.

An increase
the school districts

in the coordination

between the Office for Children and

was reported by 61.0%

Only 27. 6%

of the administrators.

of the administrators indicated that the coordination between their districts and
the Office for Children

and

2.

4% no

had remained the same; 4.9% that

it

had decreased;

contact.

Increased coordination between the Advocacy Center and the school
districts

the

was indicated by

same;

6.

5%

that

The majority

it

39.

1%

of the administrators, while 25.

same.

indicated

had decreased; and 22. 8% no contact.

of administrators, 49. 6%,

Association for Mentally HI Children.
efforts

2%

had decreased; 11.3% that

it

had had no contact with the

None indicated

that their coordination

had increased; and 32.5% that

it

was the
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Hie greatest percentage of administrators, 39.0%, indicated that the
Association for Mental Health had had no contact with their school district.

No administrators

indicated that the relationship had decreased; however,

only 17.9% indicated that

it

had increased.

One of the more surprising

statistics is that

41.5%

of the administrators

reported that the coordination between their district and the district's Parent

Advisory Group had increased, and none reported that

it

had decreased.

An

equal percentage of administrators indicated that the coordination was the

same, and no contact, 24.4%.
The third largest increase

in coordination,

the Mental Health Centers and the school districts.

48.0%, was that between
Only

9%

4.

of the

administrators indicated that they had had no contact with their district's

Mental Health Center.

Have there been administrative and organizational changes

in special

education programs ? Special education administrators were asked to indicate
the organizational relationship between themselves and their superintendent
of schools

on August 30, 1974, and on November

1,

1975.

The question was

designed to determine what the organizational relationship between the
administrator of special education and the superintendent of schools was on
the dates indicated; and,

the implementation of the

strators, 52.8%,

if

there had been a change in the relationship after

Law.

On August

were responsible directly

30, 1974, the majority of adminito the superintendent of schools;
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30.9% were responsible

to

someone

else.

On November

1, 1975,

52.0%

of the

administrators were responsible directly to the superintendent of schools;
and, 32.

5% were responsible

to

someone

else.

There has been no change

in

the organizational relationship between the administrator of special education

and the superintendent of schools.

The special education administrators were asked

to indicate

which

special education services (programs, classes, special teachers, etc.) were

provided by their school districts before 766 and those

it

provides now.

The

question was designed to measure the growth in special education services

considered essential in order

to

meet the requirements

Comprehensive Special Education Law.

most
all

As shown

responding school districts.

Table 2, the increase for

in

of the special education services listed ranged

of the Massachusetts

from 10.0%

to

15.0% for

Notable exceptions were: Alternative

education programs, which were offered by 15.4% of the school districts

before 766, and by 50.4% now

— an increase of 35.0%; and,

Preschool Services,

provided by 17. 9% of the districts before 766, and by 77. 2%

now— an

increase

of 59.3%.

Administrators were also asked

to indicate

which of the listed special

education services were supervised by them before 766 and which services
they supervised now.
districts

The

intent of that question

was

to

determine

if

school

had reassigned the responsibility for administering special education

services to the administrator of special education

if

he had not had that
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Table 2

Changes

in School District

Special Education Services

%
Service

Before
766

% on
11-30-75

Visually Impaired

48.8

64.2

Speech Handicapped

87.8

92.7

Hearing Impaired

49.6

63.4

Physically Handicapped

54.5

65.0

Emotionally Disturbed

69.9

84.6

Learning Disabled

88.6

91.9

Mentally Retarded

88.6

89.4

8.1

15.4

Aphasic

28.5

38.2

Multi - Handic appe d

51.2

61.8

Home-Hospital Teacher

69.9

80.5

Alternative Education

15.4

50.4

Motor Development Program

36.6

56.9

Pre-School Services

17.9

77.2

Gifted
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responsibility before 766.

Table 3 indicates that for 13 of the 14 categories listed, 10.
0% to
25.

0%

of the administrators checked that they

for administering the service after 766.
43.

9%

had been assigned responsibility

In the

case of Preschool Services,

of the administrators indicated that they had been assigned the

responsibility for administering the

program

after 766.

At least 80.0% of the administrators indicated that they now supervise
the following special education services: speech handicapped, emotionally

disturbed, learning disabled, and mentally retarded.

79.0% of the administrators now supervise

Between 60.0% and

the following services: visually

impaired, hearing impaired, multihandicapped, home and hospital teacher,

and pre-school services.
to

59.0%

The following services were supervised by 40.0%

of the administrators:

gifted, aphasic, alternative education,

and

motor development programs.
Is

89.

0%

there a separate budget for special education programs ? At least

of the administrators reported that their school districts separated

and identified the following special education budget categories within the
regular school budget: Personnel, 95.9%, Diagnostic Services, 89.4%, Text

and Workbooks, 89.4%, Equipment, 93.5%, Out of District Tuition, 96.7%,
Transportation, 96.7%, and Supplies 91.9%.
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Table 3
Services Supervised by Special
Education Administrators

Service

SPED Administrator
% Before
766

Supervised
% on
11-30-75

Visually Impaired

46.3

68.3

Speech Handicapped

58.5

82.9

Hearing Impaired

46.3

66.7

Physically Handicapped

50.4

61.0

Emotionally Disturbed

60.2

80.5

Learning Disabled

61.8

81.3

Mentally Retarded

66.7

83.7

9.8

14.6

Aphasic

32.5

48.0

Multi- Handicapped

47.2

61.8

Home- Hospital Teacher

45.5

71.5

Alternative Education

17.1

45.5

Motor Development Program

25.2

48.8

Pre-School Services

30.1

74.0

Gifted
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How
title

special education administered?

is

The most frequently reported

for the individual assigned the responsibility for administering school

district special education
(23. 6%); the

programs was Administrator

second most frequently assigned

title

of Special Education

was Director of Pupil

Services (16.3%); and third was Director of Special Education (13.8%).
titles in

Other

descending order were: Director of Special Services (8.9%),

Coordinator of Special Services (7.3%), Assistant Superintendent (3.3%),

Administrator of Special Services (2.4%), Assistant Superintendent for Special

Needs

(1.

6%), and Supervisor of Special Education

The majority
17.

1% worked a

ten

of administrators,

month year; and

16.

(1.

6%).

63.4%, worked a twelve month year;

3%

indicated other than a ten or

twelve month year.

Most administrators,
related duties.
75. 0%-99.

0%

The next greatest number

of their

14. 6%, devoted

56. 1%, devoted full

time

of administrators,

time to special education duties.

50.0%-74.0%

remaining administrators,

4.

of their

time

to special education

22.0%, devoted

The third largest group,

to special education duties.

8%, spent between

0% and 49% performing

The
special

education related duties.

At least 85.0% or more of the special education administrators were
administrative
given the responsibility and authority to perform the following
functions: prepare the

SPED

budget (88.6%), defend the

SPED

budget (85.4%),
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administer the
(91.1%),

SPED

budget

(88. 6%),

interview potential

make recommendations concerning

personnel (94.3%), evaluate

SPED personnel

the

SPED planning

(87.0%),

(92. 7%),

personnel

employment of SPED

directly to the school committee (85.4%), evaluate

carry out organizational

SPED

make

presentations

SPED programs

develop

(92.7%),

SPED programs

(95.5%), write project applications (87.8%), and develop and disseminate

public relations

programs

How does

(93. 5%).

the organizational level of special education central

administrative units compare with the organizational level of other major
instructional

programs?

In

order to determine the organizational level of

special education central administrative units, administrators were asked to

compare

their salary range (Table 4); organization level (Table 5); and their

professional responsibilities (Table

heir school

6)

to those of other administrators in

districts.

As far as salary range was concerned,
administrators, 20.3%, had the

the largest percentage of

same salary range

as the director of pupil

personnel services; the next largest percentage, 18. 7%, had the same range
as elementary principals; the third largest group, 13. 0%, the

junior high school principals.

high school principal, and only

Only
5.

8.

1% had a range equal

7% had

assistant superintendent of schools.

the

same range

same as

the

to their district s

as their district's
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Table 4

Comparison of Special Education Administrator's Salary
Range with Other School District Administrators

Other Administrators

SPED Administrators
%
%
Above

Superintendent of Schools
Assistant Superintendent of
Schools

Same

%
Below

.0

.0

96.7

3.3

5.7

56.1

5.7
19.5

8.1
13.0
18.7

79.7
52.0
48.8

20.3
11.4
10.6
9.8
12.2
8.1

17.9
5.7
4.1
4.9
9.8
4.1
5.7

Principals

High School
Junior High School
Elementary

24.4

Directors of Following School

System Programs
Pupil Personnel
Science
Social Studies

Reading
Physical Education

Language Arts
Audio Visual

13.0
52.0
52.8
51.2
54.5
54.5
55.3

10. 6
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Table 5

Comparison

of Special Education Administrator's
Organizational Level with Other School
District Administrators

Other Administrators

SPED
%
Above

Administrators

%

%

Same

Below

96.7

Superintendent of Schools

.0

.0

Assistant Superintendent of
Schools

.8

14. 6

50.4

17.9
18.7
21.1

45.5
41.5
47.2

25.2
22.0
20.3

17.9
54.5
54.5
50.4
54.5
53.7
55.3

25.2
12.2

11.4
1.6
1.6
1.6
2.4
1.6
2.4

-

Principals

High School
Junior High School

Elementary
Directors of Following School

System Programs
Pupil Personnel
Science
Social Studies

Reading
Physical Education
Language Arts
Audio Visual

10. 6

14.6
17.9
12.2
13.0
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Table 6

How

Special Education Administrators Compared Their
Professional Responsibilities to Those of Other

School District Administrators

Other Administrators

SPED
%

Administrators

%

%

Same

Below

.0

1.6

93.5

10.6

21.1

32.5

High School
Junior High School

30.1
39.0

Elementary

49. 6

38.2
35.0
30.1

17.9
8.9
5.7

27.6
65.0
65.9
63.4
70.7
65.0
69.1

20.3
5.7
4.1
6.5
5.7
4.9
3.3

7.3
.0

Above

Superintendent of Schools
Assistant Superintendent of
Schools
Principals

Directors of Following School

System Programs
Pupil Personnel

Science
Social Studies

Reading
Physical Education
Language Arts
Audio Visual

.0
.0

1.6
.0
•

8
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However, when

it

came

to indicating their organizational level, the

largest percentage of administrators, 47.2%, indicated that

was

it

the

same

as their district's elementary principals; the second largest group of

administrators, 45.5%, indicated that

it

was

the

same

as the high school

principals; and, the third largest group, 41. 5%, indicated that

was the same

it

as the junior high school principals.

The position of director of pupil personnel services was named by
25.

2%

of the administrators as having the

position.
14.

6%

The assistant superintendent

same organizational

of schools' position

of the administrators as having the

same

level as their

was checked by

organizational level as their

position.

The administrators were asked

to

compare

their professional

responsibilities to the professional responsibilities of other administrators
in their school districts.

The greatest percentage, 38.2%,

indicated that their professional responsibilities were the
district's high school principal; 35.

0%

junior high school principal; and 30.
responsibilities
21.

1%

felt that

1% were

they were the

were the same as the elementary principals',

felt that their

same

same

professional responsibilities were the

as the superintendent of schools.

as their

same

as the

of the opinion that their professional

district's assistant superintendent of schools,

the

of the administrators

and

1.

6%

Interestingly,

same

felt that

as their

they were
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What
programs

?

is the

In

quality of personnel hired to staff special education

order

to obtain an objective

measure

of the quality of personnel

hired to staff special education programs, the administrators were asked to
indicate the certification status, degree level, and years of experience of

their special education teachers, psychologists, and counselors.

The majority
of their teachers

of administrators, 96.0%, indicated that all or

were

certified.

More

than half, 55. 2%, indicated that all

or most of their teachers had earned a Masters Degree.
that

most

that

some or few had earned

of their teachers

teachers had a 6th Level.

Only

4.

1%

indicated

had achieved a 6th level; however, 45. 5% indicated

A

a 6th Level; and 12.
significant

number

indicated that their teachers had three or

Administrators indicated that
district's psychologists

most

were

all

certified.

2% said

that none of their

of administrators, 69. 1%,

more years

of experience.

or most, 91. 1%, of their school
Also, all or most, 55.3%, of the

administrators said that their district's psychologists had achieved a Masters

Degree; 30. 1% of the administrators indicated that most or

all of

psychologists had a 6th Level; and 22.4% indicated that most or
psychologists had earned a 7th Level or Doctors Degree.

administrators, 53. 7%, indicated that
three or

more years

all

their

all of their

The majority

of

or most of their psychologists had

of psychological experience.

Nearly three-quarters, 73.2%, of the administrators checked that
their district's counselors had a Masters Degree.

However, the majority

of
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counselors had not earned a 6th Level, 7th Level, or Doctorate Degree.

Most counselors,

65. 1%,

had three or more years of counseling experience.

Has community participation
In

order

to

determine

if

in special education

community participation

had increased, questions which were considered

programs increased?
programs

in special education

to

be indicative of increased

community participation were drawn from various comprehensive questions
in the survey.

Those questions are discussed below.

The presence or absence

of a school district Parent Advisory

Group

for special education, the relationship between the district and the Group,

and whether the relationship had changed since September 1974 were considered
to

be valid measures of community participation in special education.

Only 28. 5% of the administrators indicated that their district had no
contact with their school district Parent Advisory Group, which was

interpreted to

mean

that their school district

Parent Advisory Group.

However,

63.

4%

most

likely did not have a

of the administrators reported that

they had the following relationships with their school district Parent Advisory

Groups: very good

to good,

Another measure
education programs was,
of the

of

it

48.0%; fair to poor, 15.4%.
increased community participation in special

was

felt,

whether various groups representative

community (school committee, community residents, parents

of regular

class pupils, and parents of special education pupils) understood and supported

both the philosophy and the requirements of the Law.

described below.

Those findings are
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In the opinion of the

majority of administrators, 56. 1%, their school

committee understood (completely or a great

deal) the philosophy of the

Partial understanding by the school committee was reported by 35.

administrators.

very

8%

Law.

of the

However, 3.3% indicated that their school committees had

understanding of the philosophy, and 2.4% indicated that their

little

school committees opposed the philosophy.
65. 1%, felt that their school

The majority of administrators,

committees were very strong or strong

support of the philosophy of the Law.

committees were only moderate

However, 27. 6%

in their support;

and

felt that their

3.

3%

in their

school

said that the

school committee opposed supporting the philosophy of the Law.

Over

half of the administrators, 50.4%, indicated that their school

district's school

committee understood the requirements

of the

Law; 43.1%

indicated that their school committees had a partial understanding; and 4.9%
indicated that they had very

little

understanding.

Again, over half of the

administrators, 51.2%, said that their district's school committee was verystrong or strong in their support of the requirements of the Law.

according

to

38.2%

of the administrators, their school

moderately supported the Law; 1.6% supported
opposed

it

very

However,

committees only
little,

and 3.3%

it.

In the opinion of 15.

4%

of the administrators, the

community residents

understood (completely or a great deal) the philosophy of the Law; however,
82.

1%

of the administrators felt that

community residents had only a

partial

55

or very

understanding.

little

No administrators

opposed understanding the philosophy.
the administrators that

their support of the

community residents were very strong or strong

Law's philosophy, and by

were reported as opposing support for

11.4%

community residents

There was an indication by 26.9% of

supported the philosophy moderately or very

As

felt that

69.

1%

little.

that

in

community residents

No community residents

the philosophy of the

Law.

far as an understanding of the requirements of the

Law was concerned,

of the administrators reported that, in their opinion, the

residents understood them completely or a great deal.

community

However, 86.2% of the

administrators reported that community residents had partial or very

little

understanding of the requirements.

Where support

for the requirements

was concerned, 16.3%

of the

administrators said that community residents were very strong or strong in
their support.
that

Nearly three-quarters of the administrators

community residents had evidenced moderate or very

the requirements of the Law.

And 8%
.

6.

5%

74.0%, indicated

little

support for

of the administrators indicated that

community residents opposed support for
Only

,

the requirements of the

Law.

of the administrators felt that the parents of regular class

pupils had a complete or a great deal of understanding concerning the require-

ments

of the

Law.

Most administrators,

88. 6%, felt that the parents of

regular class pupils had only a partial or very

requirements.

The percentage

little

understanding of the

of administrators, 7.3%,

who

felt that the

regular

56

class pupil's parents supported very strongly or strongly the requirements of
the

Law was

comparatively low.

that support for the

However, 78.9% of the administrators

requirements of the

was only moderate or very

little.

Law by

felt

parents of regular class pupils

Nearly one percent,

.

8%, of the administrators

indicated that the parents of regular class pupils opposed the requirements of
the

Law.
The parents

of regular class pupils understood completely or a great

deal the philosophy of the
82.

9%

Law according

8.9%

of the administrators; but

of the administrators felt that they had only partial or very little under-

standing of the philosophy; and

was an

to

indication by 13.

0%

.

8%

that they opposed the philosophy.

There

of the administrators that the parents of regular

class pupils were very strong or strong in their support of the philosophy of
the

Law.

However,

77.

2%

gave only moderate or very

of the administrators indicated that the parents

little

support; and

.

8% said the parents opposed

the philosophy.

The parents of special education pupils were rated by

60.

2%

of the

administrators as having complete or a great deal of understanding of the

Law’s philosophy.

A

smaller percentage of the administrators, 36. 6%,

that the parents had a partial or very little understanding, and

.

felt

8% indicated

that the parents opposed understanding the philosophy.

There was no question that most administrators, 82.1%,

felt that the

their support
parents of special education pupils were very strong or strong in
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of the philosophy of the
felt that the

Law.

Interestingly enough, 13.

8%

of the administrators

parents of pupils with special needs gave moderate or very

support to the philosophy, and .8%

More than

half,

felt that the

parents opposed

little

it.

55.3%, of the administrators expressed the opinion

that the parents of pupils with special needs understood, either completely or

a great deal, the requirements of the

administrators

felt that the

of the requirements,

The majority

and

.

Law.

Of note

is that 42.

parents had only a partial or very

8%

felt that the

3%

of the

little

understanding

parents opposed them.

of administrators, 74.8%, felt that the parents of pupils

with special needs were very strong or strong in their support of the require-

ments

of the

Law.

Only 18.0% of the administrators

indicated moderate or very

little

felt that the

support for the Law.

However,

parents

.

8%

of the

administrators indicated that the parents opposed support for the requirements.
Is

there a relationship between the

district and the changes

number

which have taken

place ?

of pupils in the school
In the following discussion

of the relationship of the size of the school district and the changes

which have

taken place, the following definitions of school district size will be used
throughout:

Small School District =

Medium School

1,

000

to 1,

999 pupils

District = 2, 000 to 4, 999 pupils

Large School District = 5,000

to 9,999 pupils
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In discussing

how

their school district's coordination with the Department

of Education's Special Education Regional office

had changed, (Table

administrators of small school districts indicated: that

same,

13. 0%; that

Medium

it

it

had increased, 78.2%; and none that

7)

the

had remained the
it

had decreased.

school district administrators reported that the coordination had

increased 65.3%; that

it

had decreased 6.1%, and remained the same 24.5%.

The majority of large school district administrators,

77. 8%, indicated that

their district's coordination with the Regional

office

14.

8%

that

it

Branch

had remained the same; and 7.4% that

it

had increased;

had decreased.

Table 7

Changes in Cooperation Between School Districts
and Special Education Regional Offices

District Size

% Decreased

% Same

%

Increased

Small

0

13.0

78.2

Medium

6.1

24.5

65.3

Large

7.4

14.8

77.8

As displayed

in Table 8,

the administrators of small school districts

reported that their district's coordination with their communities' Association
for Children with Learning Disabilities (ACLD) had changed as follows:
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increased, 30.4%; remained the same, 34.8%; decreased, 4.3%.

A

smaller

percentage of administrators from medium sized school districts, 26.6%,
indicated that their district's coordination with the
42.

9%

indicated that

it

had remained the same, and

ACLD
4.

1%

had increased, while
that

it

had decreased.

Nearly 50 percent, 48. 1%, of large school district administrators indicated
an increase in coordination with the

22.0%

ACLD. An

interesting finding

of the administrators, regardless of school district size,

contact with the

was

that

had had no

ACLD.

Table 8

Changes

in Cooperation Between School Districts and
the Associations for Children with

Learning Disabilities

District Size

% No

Contact

% Decreased

% Same

%Increased

Small

21.7

4.3

34.8

30.4

Medium

22.4

4.1

42.9

26.6

Large

22.2

3.7

25.9

48.1

Table 9 indicated some interesting changes which took place

in the

coordination between the school districts and the Massachusetts Office for

Children (OFC).

A

large percentage of administrators from large school

districts, 77.8%, indicated that their district's coordination with the

OFC

had

60

increased, none that
contact with the

it

OFC.

had decreased, and only

3.

7%

that they

Similarly, 59.2% of the administrators of

sized school districts indicated that the coordination with the
increased; and 60.

8%

had had no

medium

OFC

had

of the small school district administrators indicated

an increase.

Table 9

Changes

District Size

in

Cooperation Between School Districts
and the Office for Children

% No

Contact

% Decreased

% Same

%

Increased

Small

0

4.3

30.4

60.8

Medium

4.1

6.1

26.5

59.2

Large

3.7

0

18.5

77.8

Those administrators whose districts had a Parent Advisory Group,
regardless of the size of the district, indicated there had been an increase
in the

coordination between the district and the group.

follows:

The increase was as

small school districts, 52.2%; medium school districts, 36.7%;

and large school districts, 37.0%.

G1
Is

there a relationship between the per pupil expenditure and the changes

which have taken place ? No significant relationship between the per pupil
expenditures (regular or special), and the administrative and organizational

changes which took place was found.

Discussion

Has coordination between public schools and public agencies increased?
The answer

72.3%

to this question

was yes.

As shown by Table

of the administrators indicated that there

1,

between 11.3% and

had been an increase

in the

coordination between their school district and each of the public agencies

For

listed.

Table

1:

the

purpose

increased a

of this discussion, the following categories

lot,

from

and increased some were combined and reported

as increased.

Since Regulations mandated that the school committee of each town and
city in the

Commonwealth had

ments of the Regulations
State

the sole responsibility for satisfying all require-

(202. 0) and, that the Regional

Department of Education were empowered

school district's educational plans (309.0),

it

to

Branch Offices

of the

approve or reject the

was not surprising

that the

largest group of administrators, 73.3%, indicated that the coordination between
their school district and the Regional Branch Offices had increased.

significance, perhaps,

was

that of all the groups listed,

Of equal

The Department

Education's Regional Branch Offices were the only agencies that

all

of
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administrators said that they had had contact with.

Although the Division's

Regional Offices had primary responsibility for working with local school
districts,

37.4%

of the administrators indicated that coordination with the

Division's Central Office in Boston had also increased.

The legislation which created the Commonwealth
Office for Children (OFC) mandated that the

OFC

of

Massachusetts'

act as the coordinating agency

for the Departments of Mental Health, Public Health, Public Welfare, and

Youth Services with regard

to the responsibilities those

law for writing the Chapter 766 Regulations.

The

responsibility for insuring that the intent of the

every child who was

departments had in

OFC was

Law was

also given the

fulfilled,

entitled to a special education got one.

and that

Although the

public sehool districts were given the responsibility for implementing the Law,
the

OFC

had a legal mandate

with special needs.

It

to

serve as advocate for

all

school age individuals

was, therefore, not surprising that the second largest

group of administrators, 61.0%, indicated that their district’s coordination
with the

OFC

had increased.

Since the

Law and the

Regulations permitted parents to seek a second

evaluation, at public expense, the Department of Mental Health's Mental Health

Centers became even more involved with the school districts after September
1974.

Nearly

half,

48.0%, of the administrators indicated that their school

Centers increased
district's cooperation, coordination, and liaison with the
during the study period.
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An

interesting finding was that 41.

5%

of the administrators indicated

that their relationship with the school district's Parent Advisory Group had

increased.

Interesting, because

many administrators seemed

to

be concerned

about the trend toward greater involvement of lay groups in school district
affairs.

Implementation of the

Law seemed

to

be speeding up the process of

parent and lay involvement which, as the following quotation from the
indicated,

was one

of its

Law

primary objectives:

Present inadequacies and inequities in the provision
of special education services to children with special

needs have resulted largely from a lack of significant
parent and lay involvement in overseeing, evaluating,
and operating special education programs. (Section 1)

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center,
Massachusetts, issued a brief paper
Special Education Chapter 766 .

in

In that

Park Square, Boston,

2

September, 1975 entitled: Status Report
report the Center's purpose was

described as follows:

The Massachusetts Advocacy Center was established
1973 to address the failure of governmental human
service agencies at the state and local levels to carry
out their mandated responsibilities and to maintain
in

,

accountability to the public.

That same report went on to say that the Center "developed monitoring
techniques to insure and encourage implementation of the new Special Education
Act. " Also that:

Through a series of strategies, including case advocacy,
and monitoring system covering every school
served to increase
system in the state, the Center.
affecting
Massachusetts
the visibility of this important area
litigation,

.

children.

.

:
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A

surprisingly high percentage of administrators, 39.1%, indicated that

their school district’s cooperation with the Center had increased.

However, a

curious finding in the light of the Center’s claim that a "monitoring system

covering every school system
22.

8%

in the state"

had been established was that

of the administrators indicated that they had

had no contact with the

Center.

The only other notable increase

in

cooperation between school districts

and lay groups was the increase reported by 34. 9% of the administrators

between their district and the Massachusetts Association for Children with

Learning Disabilities (MACLD).

moving force

in the

It is

Commonwealth

possible that this reflected a major

to insure the rights of children with

special needs.

Have there been administrative and organization changes

in special

education programs ? As discussed below, several different questions from
the survey

were used

to analyze the organizational

during the study period.

had been a change

The

first question

changes which took place

was concerned with whether there

in the organizational relationship

between the school

district's administrator of special education and the superintendent of schools.

Little change in that relationship occurred, as evidenced by the fact that on

August 30, 1974, 52.8% of the administrators indicated that they were directly
others);
responsible to the superintendent of schools (30.9% were responsible to

and, on

November

1,

1975, 52.0% indicated that they were responsible to the
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superintendent, and 32.5% that they were responsible to others.

As previously

discussed in this study (chapter III, review of related literature), the ability
of the administrator of special education
to the superintendent of schools

programs

was considered essential

implementation of special education programs.
the 1973

CEC

to be able to relate directly

In

to the effective

support of that opinion,

Delegate Assembly issued a policy statement entitled:

"Organization and Administration of Special Education" (see Appendix A),

which recommended that the administrator

of special education

programs have

"an assistant or associate superintendent level position or similar office.
directly below the superintendent level"
In that a significant

(p.

.

.

72).

percentage of administrators, 32.5%, were

still

not responsible directly to the superintendent of schools, and that a trend in
the opposite direction

was noted;

State

Department of Education

officials,

advocacy groups, administrative professional organizations and others concerned
with the effective implementation of the Law, should have found the statistics
to

be particularly revealing.
Other indicators of organizational change were the special education

services provided by school districts before 766, and those

it

provided one

by the
and a half years later; and whether those services were supervised
administrator of special education before and after 766.

As shown by Table

in the Findings section of the
2 and Table 3, and as discussed previously

most special education services
chapter, there was a 10.0% to 15.0% growth in
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in the

responding school districts.

Also, 10.0% to 25.0% of the administrators

indicated that they had been assigned the responsibility for administering
thirteen of the fourteen services after the implementation of the Law.

The greatest organizational changes were

in the areas of alternative

education programs, which increased from 15.4% before the Law, to 50.4%

Law; and

after the

59.3%.

in

pre-school services, which increased from 17.9% to

The large increase, compared

was probably due

to the fact that

by the school districts prior

programs had

not.

most

to the

to the other special education services,

of the other services

had been offered

Law, but pre-school and

Since both were mandated by the Law,

it

alternative

was not surprising

to see the large increase.

Is

there a separate budget for special education programs ? Since

all

Massachusetts public school districts were reimbursed for special education
services,

it

was not surprising

that

89.0%

of the administrators reported that

their school districts separated and identified special education categories

within the regular school budget.

However,

it is

had been responding

most

likely that

to that question,

if

the school district’s business

100% would have indicated

a separate budget for special education programs.

It

managers

that there

was

was necessary for the

business manager, under the pre 766 formula, to separate the cost of such
special education categories as transportation, instruction, teacher salary
differential, audio equipment,

home

instruction, clinical nurseries, and
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occupational training in order to receive the 50% reimbursement for those

approved programs.

Categories such as legally blind, deaf, and hearing

impaired were eligible for 100% reimbursement.
School district officials considered

it

even more essential

the special education budget under the provisions of the

new Law.

mandates that reimbursements for special education go directly
committee, and empowered the school committee
further appropriation by the municipality.

to

to

separate

The Law

to the school

expend the money without

Under the new formula,

SPED

all

costs which exceed the community's average per pupil expenditures for

children of comparable age are reimbursable.

However, a community's

maximum

110%

rate of reimbursement cannot exceed

of the applicable state

average expenditure for each special education pupil minus the state average
expenditure per public school pupil.
Also, the

Law

authorizes school districts to claim reimbursement

under the general school aid program for each special education pupil equal
to the local

average expenditure for pupils

the Chapter 70 school aid percentages

of

comparable age.

were applied

and the allowable excess costs were reimbursed in

How

is special

As a

result,

to the basic local costs

full

by the Commonwealth.

education administered? Although the Regulations

administering the school
referred to the individual who was responsible for
district's special education

(par. 200. 0), only 23.

6%

programs

education
as the administrator of special

that they
of the administrators indicated

had

that

.
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title.

were

The second largest group
still

using the old

title of

of administrators,

director of pupil services.

the rest of the administrators indicated that they

way included

word

the

16.3%, indicated that they

had a

However, most

title

which

in

of

some

"special. "

Another interesting

statistic

was

that only

indicated that they worked a twelve month year.

63.4%

of the administrators

However, only 17.1%

of the

administrators indicated that they worked a ten month year; and of the 16. 3%

who indicated
that they

that they

worked other than ten or twelve months

,

it

was assumed

worked some time during the summer.

Only a

little

more

than one-half of the administrators, 56.1%, indicated

that they devoted full time to special education related duties.

Although the

Regulations permitted "each school committee with less than 3,000 school

age children.

.

.

to assign its

administrator other duties

education duties were not such as to require.
It is

doubtful that the other 43.

9%

.

.

full

if

the special

time." (par. 200.2)

of the school districts

had few enough special

education duties to justify assigning non-special education duties to their

administrators

As previously discussed

in the Findings section of this chapter, the

the responsibility
majority of administrators, 85.0% or more, had been given

and authority

to

perform

the traditional organizational and administrative

budgeting, personnel, and planning functions.
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How does

the or ganizational level of special education central

administrative units compare with the organizational level of other major
instructional

programs ? This question was based on

the paragraphs quoted

from The Council for Exceptional Children’s 1973 policy statement pertinent
to the "Organization

and Administration of Special Education":

Every school system should contain a visible central
administrative unit for special education programs and
services which is at the same administrative hierarchal
level as other major instructional program units. .
.

.

Usually this will mean an assistant or associate
superintendent level position or similar office at
"cabinet" level directly below the superintendent
level,

72)

(p.

For the purpose

of analyzing the responses to that question, two

assumptions were made:

was the best indication
level;

and second, that

first, that the

salary range of an administrator

of his actual, versus his perceived, organizational

in

terms

of organizational hierarchy, the positions

of assistant superintendent and high school principal

same.

were essentially

the

Since most Massachusetts school districts had high school principals,

and many did not have an assistant superintendent of schools, the assumption
that they are essentially the

Only

5.

7%

same

will be

used for the following comparisons.

of the administrators indicated that they

salary range as the assistant superintendent

ot schools;

however, 14. 6% of

level
the administrators indicated that their organizational

and 21.0%

felt their

had the same

was the same;

professional responsibilities were the same.
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Again, a very small percentage of
administrators, 8.1%, said that
their salary range

was the same as their

nearly half, 45.5%,

felt that their organizational level

district's high school principal; and

responsibilities

district's high school principal; but

were

the

same

the

same

as their

38.2% indicated that their professional

as the high school principal's.

There was an obvious disparity between

recommendation pertinent

was

to the

CEC

the previously cited

administrator of special education's

organizational position in the school district and the fact that only 13.
8% of
the administrators were, as evidenced by their salary levels, at the

same

level as an assistant or associate superintendent of schools, or as a high

school principal.

The greatest percentage

of administrators, 20.3%, had the

same salary

range as their district's director of pupil personnel services; about the same
percentage, 25.5%, indicated that their organizational level was the same;

and 20.3% said their professional responsibilities were the same.

seemed

to support the observation

made previously

in this

That

finding-

chapter that the

position of administrator of special education in Massachusetts public school
districts

was

in transition:

that

it

was,

in

many cases, confused and compared

with the position of director of pupil personnel services.

Two

other interesting findings were:

first, that 18.

7%

of the

administrators had the same salary range as their district's elementary
principals, but 47.2% of the administrators felt their organizational level was
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the same, and 30.

1%

that their professional responsibilities

were

the

same;

and second, that 13.0% of the administrators said that they had the same
salary range as their district's junior high school principals; however, 41.
5%
said that their organizational level was the same; and 35.

0%

that their

professional responsibilities were the same.

There was an obvious need for the administrators, acting through their
professional organizations, and the Massachusetts Department of Education's
Division of Special Education, to assist the public school districts to implement

uniform administrative and organizational changes (such as those recommended
by CEC)

in

order

to

assure the effective and efficient operation of programs

for individuals with special needs.

What
programs ?

is the

It

level of training of personnel hired to staff special education

was assumed,

that since the interim regulations for approval of

special education personnel were not issued by the Massachusetts Department
of Education until

February 10, 1975, that most

and counselors employed by school districts
certified under the old regulations.

As a

of the teachers, psychologists,

at the

time of the study were

result, the question of level of

training might have been looked at quite differently had the interim regulations

been used as the measure.

However, the level
to

be relatively high

in that

of training of special education teachers

96.0%

appeared

of the administrators reported that all or

72

most

oi'

their special education teachers

that all or

since 69.

most

1%

of their teachers

were

certified; and

55.2% indicated

had earned a Masters Degree.

of the administrators indicated that all or

had had three or more years of experience,

it

most

However,

of their teachers

might well be asked why,

in an

area which requires so much specialized knowledge, more special education
teachers hadn't earned a Masters or higher degree.

The level
that 91.

1%

of training of psychologists also

seemed

to

be quite high, in

of the administrators indicated that their school district's

psychologists were certified; that

Masters Degree; and

30.

1%

all

or most said that 55.3% had earned a

that all or

most had a

7th level or Doctoral

degree.

Also a qualified group,

in

terms of earned degrees, seemed

to

be the

counselors who 73.2% of the administrators indicated had earned a Masters

Degree.

Has community participation
Responses

to the following

the first item

was whether

in special education

items were analyzed in order
the coordination

programs increased?
to

answer

this question

between the school district and

its

Parent Advisory Group had changed; and the second item was whether various

community groups understood and supported
of the

the requirements and philosophy!

Law.
Increased participation by

by the administrators.

all

community groups evaluated was indicated

However, the degree

of participation varied according
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to the

group and provided some insight concerning the actual extent of

community involvement

must be remembered

in school district special education

programs.

that the degree of participation indicated

It

was based on

the opinions of the administrators, and not on a sampling of the groups listed.

Hie groups most closely associated with school district special
education programs (school committees, parent advisory groups, and the

parents of special education pupils) were rated by between 48.0% and 82.1%
of the administrators

,

as having very good to good coordination with the

school district.

There were some obvious problem areas

in that

3.3%

of the administrators

indicated that their school committee opposed supporting both the philosophy of
the

Law and

the Regulations.

that their school committees

Also, 48.0% of the administrators indicated

had only partial or very

the requirements of the Law; and 39.

8% indicated

supported the requirements moderately or very

little

that their

understanding of

committees only

little.

The Regulations required each school committee

to

provide for "Ongoing

public information articles and programs in local media, " (par. 304.

order

to inf orm

community residents about the school

5)

in

district’s special

education programs, and to identify potential cases of school age individuals
in

need of

special, education services.

However, only 15.4% of the administrators

indicated that community residents understood, completely or a great deal,
the philosophy of the

Law; and only

26.

9%

that they supported the philosophy

?
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of the

Law.

An even lower percentage

felt that their

of administrators, 11.4%, said that they

community's residents understood, completely or a great deal,

the requirements of the

Law; and 16.3%

that they supported, completely or a

great deal, the Law.
In that the

community residents

responsible for paying the local

elect the school

committee and are

taxes for supporting the Law,

critically important for local and State Education officials to

effort to inform

community residents about both

it

seems

make an

all-out

the philosophy and the

requirements of the Law.
Is

there a relationship between the

number

district and the changes which have taken place

of pupils in the school

Regardless of the size of the

school district (small, medium, or large), the administrators indicated that

there had been substantial increases in the coordination between their districts

and the Division of Special Education's Regional Branch Offices.
School district size seemed to have

some bearing on

the increase in

coordination between the districts and their community Associations for

Children with Learning Disabilities.
48.

1%

of the

The largest increase was reported by

of the administrators of large school districts; the smallest by 26.

medium

6%

sized school district administrators.

Also, the increase in coordination with the Office for Children was
greatest for large school districts, as reported by 77. 8% of the administrators
but just about the

medium

same

for the small school districts, 60. 8%, and for the

sized school districts, 59.2%.
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Where Parent Advisory Groups were concerned,
reversed.

the percentages

were

Small school district administrators reported the largest increases

in coordination,

52.2%; large school districts were second, 37.0%; and medium

size school districts last with 36.7%.

CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

Every school

district in Massachusetts

was required by

the

Commonwealth’s Comprehensive Special Education Law, which went
effect on

to

September

supervise

its

1, 1974, to appoint an

into

administrator of special education

programs for pupils with special needs.

concerning the administrator's organizational status
salary range, work year, and the like) were to be

(line

However, decisions
and staff relationships,

made by each

individual

school district.

To develop a conceptual framework for the study, 10 year (1965

to

1975) manual and computer assisted searches of the literature were conducted.
In

order

to establish

common

points of reference basic to an under-

standing of public school administrative and organizational structures, the

nature and purposes of organizations were examined.
of that study,

it

was determined

Based on the findings

that the ultimate success of the

Law depended

on the total commitment of the formal and the informal public school
organization to the spirit, as well as the letter, of the
Regulations.

Law

and

its

supporting
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State and Federal court cases upheld the right of all children to an

individually appropriate public education in an environment that

was the

least

restrictive to their personal liberty which meant, in the public school,

regular classes of their

The

home communities.

first national study of the role of the special education administrator

was done by Kohl and Marro
that there

was "no

(1971).

It

supported Willenberg's (1964) statement

single source of comprehensive information providing a

rationale, structure and process for the administration of special education

programs"

(p.

194).

However,

in 1973, the Delegate

Assembly

of

The Council for Exceptional

Children issued a policy statement pertinent to the "Organization and Administration of Special Education" which provided a definite rationale and structure

for the administration of special education programs.
In

summary, CEC policy statement supported

the predominant opinion

in the literature that the administrator’s:

Status, influence, and direct participation in policy
and budget determination often reflect the state of the

special education program. Of particular importance
is his relationship with the central administration and

school board,

(p.

9)
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Because the Regulations did not speak, except

in a

few instances, to

the administrative and organizational aspects of the individual school district's

special education programs ,

it

determine

any, those administrative and organizational

to

what degree,

if

was the primary objective

structures changed after the implementation of the Law.
if

implementation of the

Law had precipitated changes

of the study to

In

order

to

determine

in the special education

administrative and organizational structures of Massachusetts school districts,

Massachusetts school district special education administrators were asked
to give their opinion

concerning a number of questions.

Their answers are

summarized below.
All of the administrators, 100%, indicated that the coordination

between their school district and the major public and private groups dealing
with children with special needs had increased.

The greatest reported

increases were with the Massachusetts Department of Education's Regional

Branch Offices, the Office for Children, the Department

of Mental Health

Centers, and the Massachusetts Advocacy Center.

About 50.0% of the administrators indicated that they were responsible
directly to the superintendent of their school district before implementation
of the

Law on September

1,

1974, and the

same percentage

they were responsible to the superintendent on

November

1,

indicated that

1975.
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A 10.0%

to

15.0% growth

during the study period.

in

most special education services was noted

The greatest amount

of

of pre-school services and alternative education.

growth was noted

in the

areas

Also, 10.0% to 25.0% of

the administrators indicated that they had been assigned the responsibility for

administering thirteen of the fourteen special education services after

implementation of the Law.

The majority

of administrators, 89.0%, reported that their school

district separated and identified special education categories within the regular

school budget.

The largest group
of special education.
of pupil services.

year; 17.

1% a

ten

to

0%

Most

of the administrators, 63.

month year; and 16.3% other.
full

of the administrators

perform the

had the

title

The second largest group, 16.3%, had the

administrators devoted
85.

of administrators, 23. 6%,

time

to special

administrator
title

director

4%, worked a twelve month

Also,

56.

1%

of the

education related duties.

And

had been given the responsibility and authority

traditional organizational and administrative duties.

The greatest percentage

of administrators, 20.3%, had the

same salary

range as their district's director of pupil personnel services; and the second
largest group, the

same salary range

as their district's elementary principals.

All administrators indicated that all or

most

of their special education

teachers, counselors, and psychologists held at least a Bachelors Degree,
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were

certified, and

had three or more years

administrators indicated that

all

of experience;

and 73.2% of the

or most of their counselors had earned a

Masters Degree.
All of the administrators indicated that participation in special education

programs by such groups as parent advisory councils, school committees,
and community residents had increased.

Conclusions

The objective

of this study

was

to

determine

to

what degree,

if

any,

the special education administrative and organizational structures of

Massachusetts public school districts changed after implementation of the

Massachusetts Comprehensive Special Education Law.

One measure

of the

degree of change in the special education administrative and organizational
structure of Massachusetts public school districts was the increased
coordination, cooperation, and liaison which the administrators indicated

had taken place between their school districts and various public and private
groups and agencies.

It

appeared as

if

the Massachusetts Department of

Education's Regional Branch Offices had assumed their mandated responsibility
to

work with

and

to insure

local school districts to develop appropriate educational plans

compliance with regulations and statutes related

education programs.

The increase

in coordination,

to special

reported by 73.3% of the
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administrators, provided evidence that the organizational and administrative
structures of the school districts were undergoing changes which had the
potential to minimize the "great variation of services to children with special

needs with some children having a greater educational opportunity than others
in less

favored categories or environment" (Section

major purposes

of the

1)

which was one

of the

Law.

Similarly, the fact that large percentages of the administrators indicated

increases

in

coordination between their school districts and groups such as the

Office for Children (increased 61,0%), Parent Advisory Groups (increased

41.5%), Massachusetts Advocacy Center (increased 39.1%) was a healthy
indication that the school districts

Law

were beginning

to

recognize that, as the

stated, the

present inadequacies and inequities in the provision of
special education services to children with special
needs have resulted largely from a lack of significant
parent and lay involvement in overseeing, evaluating and
operating special education programs. (Section 1)

Nearly 90. 0% of the administrators indicated that their districts had
a separate budget for special education programs.

formula had been based on a

flat 50

percent on most approved program items,

and on 100 percent in some categories.

payments by the

State,

The pre 766 reimbursement

Also, prior to 766, the school aid

upon receipt locally, were deposited

in the general

treasury of the municipality and could be spent only through the regular
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appropriation process.

The separate budget tor special education was,

course, necessary in order
It

was

to identify

of

reimbursable items and categories.

just as essential to separate the special education budget after

implementation of the Law.

The Law affected State school aid

first

by

providing for reimbursement on a prototype basis, which estimated reimburse-

ment on

the basis of the amount of time the pupil received special education

outside of the regular classroom to

meet

his particular needs; and on the

ratio of personnel to pupils required for such special education

Second,

it

programs.

provided that reimbursements for special education go directly to

the school committee, and

empowered

the school

committee

funds without further appropriation by the municipality.
articulated in the Law, to

remedy past inadequacies and

to

The

expend the

intent

was, as

inequities:

By replacing the present inadequate and antiequalizing
formula for distribution of state aid for special education
programs with an equalizing one which encourages
cities, towns and regional school districts to develop
adequate special education programs within a reasonable
period of time. (Section 1)

The effect

of the increased complexity of budgetary issues

administrators to become
of financial

more conscious

management and

of,

and sophisticated

was

in the

to

cause

process

accountability.

Most administrators, 85.0%, had been assigned

the responsibility and

authority to administer their school district's programs for pupils with special

needs.

However, for a large percentage

of administrators neither the time

they were permitted to devote to special education duties (43.
time), nor their organizational level (47.2%,

same

9% were part

as elementary principals).
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nor their relationship

to their district's

superintendent of schools (32.5% were

not responsible to the superintendent), nor their work year (17.1% worked
a
ten

month year) reflected a commitment by their school

the type of special education organization

district to provide

recommended by

the following

CEC

policy statement:

Every school system should contain a

visible central
administrative unit for special education programs and
services which is at the same administrative hierarchal

level as other

major instructional program

units.

Usually this will mean an assistant or associate
superintendent level position at "cabinet" level directly

below the superintendent level,

The level of training
district special education

72)

of teachers, and counselors hired to staff school

programs was considered

of the administrators indicated that all or
all

(p.

to

most were

be high in that 90.0%

certified, 55.

0%

that

or most teachers had Masters Degrees, and 73.2% that their counselors

had Masters Degrees.
However,

in

order

pupils with special needs,

to insure the highest level of

it

was considered essential

programming

that

for

each school district

provide intensive in-service training pertinent to the philosophy, requirements,

and methods of appropriate programming for pupils with special needs.
stated in Thursday's Children (Owens, 1975):

The success or failure

of Chapter 766 will

depend

in

large measure upon the quality of in-service programs.
It is therefore vital that local school districts devote
sufficient time and money to these programs to ensure
that every child benefits

766.

(p.

47)

from

the provisions of Chapter

As
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A major

flaw in the implementation of the

standing and support for
residents.

its

of the administrators said that

residents had only a partial or very

very

little

of the

1%

the lack of under-

philosophy and requirements by community

For instance, 82.1%

the Law; and 69.

Law was

little

community

understanding of the philosophy of

said that community residents showed only moderate or

support for the Law's philosophy.

Law's requirements, 86.2%

community residents understood

When

it

came

to an

understanding

of the administrators indicated that

the

Law

only partially or very

little;

not

surprising was the opinion of 74. 0% of the administrators that community
residents were only moderate in their support of the requirements, or that

they showed very

little

support.

The lack of understanding and support

ments

of the

Law by community

greatest threats to

its effective

that both the Massachusetts

of the philosophy and require-

residents was considered to be one of the

implementation.

Department

It

w^is also an indication

of Education's Division of Special

Education and the local school districts were failing in one of the major
responsibilities

mandated by the Regulations:

to provide "ongoing public

information articles and programs in local media, including announcements
of times, dates and places of free orientation

(304.5).

workshops and free screening"
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Recommendations for Implementation
Coordination between public schools and public agencies .

In

order

to

insure that the increases in coordination, cooperation, and liaison which had

taken place between the school districts and public agencies continued,

it

was

considered essential that the Massachusetts Department of Education's Special
Education Regional Branch Offices have sufficient numbers of trained and

experienced staff

to insure ongoing,

concerned groups.

major purposes

and meaningful cooperation among the

That recommendation was in keeping with one of the

of the Act:

Recognizing that professional services and resources
available to cities, towns and regional
school districts on a regional basis if this act is to be
implemented successfully, and within a reasonable
period of time, this act strengthens and regionalizes
the division of special education in the department of
education and provides for and urges meaningful
cooperation among agencies concerned with children
with special needs. (Section 1)

must be made

Administrative and organizational changes
It

was considered

in special education

programs .

essential that in all school districts required by the

Regulations to have a

full

time administrator of special education programs,

that that individual should have been directly responsible to the superintendent

of schools.

Also that the administrator should have been assigned an

organizational rank (including a

title

and salary range) equivalent to that of

an assistant or associate superintendent of schools.
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In

keeping with that recommendation,

paragraph be substituted for paragraph 200.0

it

was suggested

that the following

of the Regulations.

Administrator of Special Education

Each school committee shall appoint a person to be its
Administrator of Special Education. Such appointment
shall be made in accordance with the following:
Each school committee with three thousand or
more school age children enrolled in its school
system shall appoint a person qualified pursuant
to the requirements of paragraph 1002. 8 to be its
Administrator of Special Education. Such
Administrator shall be assigned a rank and line
position, and given a salary range at least
equivalent to the highest ranking school building
administrator under the school committee's
jurisdiction, provided that this should not cause
the lowering in grade or compensation of any
existing position. Such Administrator shall be
directly responsible to the Superintendent of
Schools and shall devote full time to developing,
implementing, and administering all programs
for the school system's children with special needs,
including those duties listed in paragraph 310.0.
Also, since there was

much

confusion concerning which school district

programs, departments, and personnel should have been supervised by

the

!

administrator of special education,

it

was considered

to

be imperative,

if

special education services were to effectively and efficiently provide for
pupils with special needs, that the Massachusetts Division of Special Education

provide school districts with guidelines or regulations pertinent to the issue
of special versus regular services.

Special education budgets.

With

the advent of the Massachusetts

Comprehensive Special Education Law, special education administrators were
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plunged into a new, often complicated, and confusing reimbursement formula

which few people understood and most people

criticized.

In

an era of rising

e

costs,

unemployment (Massachusetts had one

rates in the country), and inflation,

of the highest

unemployment

most administrators were

at

a loss to

understand, and completely at a loss to explain and justify, the increasing
costs required to provide an appropriate, publicly supported education for

every school age individual with special needs

in the least restrictive

program

possible.

Implementation of the
special educators;

it

Law required

that administrators be

more

than

required that they be businessmen, skilled in the

intricacies of school financing, budgeting, and accounting.
of Education officials should have taken

immediate steps

State

Department

to provide school

district administrators with courses, pertinent to the financial aspects of

implementing and administering the Law.
Level of training of personnel.

Competency based

certification

requirements were in the process of being finalized when this study was being
prepared.
that

It

appeared as

if

certification requirements

were being developed

would make college and university preparation programs responsive

to

the needs of the school districts by training competent and experienced special

education personnel.

It

appeared that

in the

near future administrators would

have their pick of Master Degree Level honor students, with a wide range of
experience, to staff their special education programs.
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Community

participation .

districts and the State

was

One

of the areas in

Department of Education had been the least effective

in stimulating participation in,

and an understanding

education programs by community residents.

was

which the local school

that the Massachusetts

A

of, special

possible reason for the failure

Department of Special Education did not provide

the leadership, public information, or in-service training required to provide
the public education

programs essential

to

engender understanding and support

for individuals with special needs by the entire community.

Recommendations for Further Study

The role
public schools .

of the administrator of special education in Massachusetts

There

is

need for an in-depth study of the administrator of

special education in Massachusetts Public Schools, similar to the national

study done by Kohl and

Marro

(1972), covering

such areas as the administrator’s

personal characteristics, the value of various college courses and methods
of instruction, certification, organizational

conditions of employment, role in

organizational characteristics,

memberships and

participation,

program administration and supervision,

programming elements, and selected opinions

concerning current problems and issues in the administration and education
of school age, and post school age individuals with special needs.
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Right to equal education.

There

is

a critical need of a comprehensive

study of the various public school involved individuals and groups to determine
their knowledge, feelings, concerns, and philosophies regarding the principle
of "right to equal education. "

The objective of the study might be

to find out

about the need to implement a public information and education effort designed
to

increase awareness of the needs and rights of individuals with special needs.

The study should include, but not be limited

members, superintendents, regular and

to the following:

school committee

special education administrators,

counselors, regular and special education teachers, professional support

personnel, paraprofessional

staff,

parents, and community groups, which

include various advocacy groups.

Placement of individuals with special needs

program possible.
officials in the

restrictive

The

attitudes

,

in the least restrictive

as well as the practices of public school

placement of individuals with special needs in the least

programs possible, as mandated

which requires much study.

in the Regulations, is

an area

Contrary to recommended practice, the decision

making, programming, and monitoring processes are controlled by the
service providers.
and,

if

School district core evaluation teams

make

the placements;

parents object, the Massachusetts Department of Education’s Bureau

of Special Education Appeals decides

if

the placement is appropriate.

both a highly sensitive area, and one which has the potential for

much

It is

abuse.
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The objectives

of the study

would be

to detect

errors

in

current

practice and procedures , and to implement regulatory changes designed to

guarantee an

appropriate, publicly supported education for every school age

individual with special needs in the least restrictive

A

program possible.

study of the ’Massachusetts Comprehensive Special Education
'

of 1972", and the "Regulations" written to interpret the

Law

.

A

Law

critical

analysis of the Regulations should be undertaken in order to determine

if

they

are accurate and precise in their interpretation of the legislative policy that
set out in the statute.

Since the statute

unambiguous language,
by the Regulations.

it is

is

clearly written in plain and

essential to insure that

The primary objective

that the Regulations are valid,

it is

of the study

and are, therefore, not

statute that conferred on the agency the

is

power

to

make

not altered in meaning

would be

to insure

in conflict with the

regulations.

The

secondary purpose of the study might be to pffer suggestions designed

to

stimulate the development of regulations which are concise in format and
expeditious in practice.

State-wide standards for public school programs for school age
individuals with special needs.

The primary purpose of the Law was

to provide

an appropriate, publicly supported education for every school age individual
with special needs in the least restrictive program possible.

was based on the

The philosophy

finding by the Massachusetts General Court that:

"

.
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Past development of special education programs has
resulted in a great variation of services to children
with special needs with some children having a greater
educational opportunity than others in less favored
categories or environments. (Section 1)

The intent of the Law was

to provide all eligible individuals in the

Commonwealth with an education appropriate
to

to their special

needs.

In

order

insure that the public school districts provided the required personnel,

programs, and services, the Regulations mandated

that the districts submit

an annual plan detailing the specific manner in which they intended to implement
the requirements of the Regulations (Regulations par. 309.0).

However,

since the Massachusetts Department of Education had not developed programspecific guidelines which the school districts could use to develop local

programs which met State-wide accepted standards,
in the quotation

from

the

Law

cited above

the situation described

was being perpetuated by

the very

Regulations designed to remedy the "great variation of Services to children

with special needs.

What

is

needed

is

a national or international study of exemplary

programs for individuals with special needs.
of Education could then develop

all

The Massachusetts Department

uniform guidelines and regulations requiring

school districts to implement appropriate, publicly supported programs

for every school age individual with special needs in the least restrictive

environment pos s ible
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APPENDIX A
THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN:
POLICY STATEMENT

•'Two CEC

Policy Statements Approved by Delegate Assembly

The Organization and Administration

98

of Special Education

The 1973 Delegate Assembly approved “Organization and Administration of Special Education,”

a

policy statement prepared by the CEC Policies Commission (Maynard C. Reynolds, Chairman;
Willard Abraham; Donald Blodgett; Frances P. Connor; John Johnson; Fred A. MacKinnon; and
Paul H. Voclker). lire statement originally derived from a paper by Ernest Willenberg, with major

contributions being

Abraham.
The statement

first

made by Evelyn Deno, Paul Voelker, Fred A. MacKinnon, and

Willard

in the February 1971 issue of Exceptional Children (Vol. 37, No.
from the membership were invited. Later versions were discussed at

appeared

6, Pp. 428-443), and reactions

CEC Convention in a general session of the CEC Division, Council of Administrators of Special
Education, and in many other settings. The statement, as revised by the Policies Commission,
appeared in the March 1973 issue of Exceptional Children (Vol. 39, No. 6, Pp. 493-497) and was
also included in the agenda for the 1973 Delegate Assembly. The statement follows as amended
the

and approved by the Delegate Assembly.

The following statements
major principles on which

suggest

some of

a special

the

education

administrative organization should be based,
given evidence available at this time. Eacli
policy statement, which is italicized, is followed
by a discussion that presents its rationale. In
order to keep the statement within workable
limits, the discussions are necessarily kept to a

minimum.
The right to equal educational opportunity implies the obligation of the
appropriate governmental units to provide free public education for all children.

/.

assumed that every child is capable of
from and has a right to an
educational program that is suitable to his
It

is

benefiting

needs.

Special

education shares with regular

education the basic responsibility of public
educational systems to fulfill that right for
every child, whatever his educational needs may
be.

II.

The system of organization and administration developed for special education
should be linked with regular education
(a) to increase the capability of the total
system to make more flexible responses
to changes in the behavior of individual
pupils and to changing conditions in
schools and society, and (b) to permit all
elements of the system to influence the
policies and programs of the others.

Special education must provide an administraorganization to facilitate for exceptional
children achievement of the same educational
goals as those pursued by other children. This

administrative
lines
for
education
whatever periods of time may be necessary and

special

flexible
to
adjust quickly
to
changing task demands and child growth needs.
The major purpose of the special education
administrative organization is to provide and
environmental conditions in
maintain
the
schools that are most conducive to the growth
and learning of children with special needs.
Under suitable conditions, education within
the
mainstream can provide the optimal
opportunity for many exceptional children.
Consequently, the system for the delivery of
special education must enable the incorporation
of special help and opportunities for them in
mainstream settings. Children should spend
only as much time outside regular classroom

sufficiently

settings

as

is

necessary

to

control

learning

variables that are critical to the achievement of

specified learning goals.
Figure 1 provides one

way of

organizing a

service delivery (Deno, 1970).* It
variety
of ways of serving
a

continuum of

allows for
exceptional children, extending from placement
in a regular class, with no need for special
education, to special education that is provided
in settings that may be the administrative

nonschool agencies. But
placement setting and the
administering agency, a free, full, and appropriate program of education must be provided
under the regulatory responsibility and supervision and meeting the standards of the state or
provincial education agency. How many children will need special education beyond the
responsibility

of

of

the

regardless

tive

purpose can be achieved through structures that
emere sufficiently compatible with those
ployed by regular education to insure easy,

unbroken passage of children across
10

regular-

Strategies fur improvement of educational
opportunities fur handicappcu children: Suggestions
of
exploitation
El’DA potential. In M.C.
for
Reynolds &. M. I). Davis (Eds.). Exceptional children
Minneapolis: University of
in regular classrooms.
Minnesota, 1971.

•Deno, E.
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1973

•This means the development of positive cognitive, affective, and psychomotor
reduce or prevent the frequency of handicapping behavior.
••Special schools

Figure

1

in

special education service (Deno, 1971; sae reference in footnote

range of mainstream accommodations will be
conditioned by the nature of mainstream
provisions.

insure

The administrative

that

service need

the
is

definition

not

made

of

docs not presume that traditional categorical

unilaterally by either

operate.

is used in the figure to
considerable difference in the
numbers of children likely to be involved at the
different levels of service. The most specialized
facilities arc likely to be needed by the fewest

indicate

the

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

be applied

must

The intersection of the taper in Figure 1 is
intended to remind the viewer that placement
of students into treatment settings failing below
the intersection point may sometimes need to
be made by a physician, the courts, or other
extraschool agents because of the ways our

now

may

p. 70).

extraordinary

structure

needs.

The tapered design

children. This conceptualization

on

organization of special education for
children with various kinds of special needs, it

the regular or special education agents. Because
perception of abnormality is governed by what
is perceived as “typical” or “normal’’ within an
existing frame of reference, the decision system
must provide for continuous appraisal of the
legitimacy or reasonableness of the frame of
reference employed in judging educational

systems

pupils that will

public school systems.

The cascade system of

.

skills in ail

to

the

descriptions of either children or educational
settings

are

essential

to

the

provision

of

effective learning opportunity.

In cases in wliich the schools and other
agencies enter into joint agreements to combine

and efforts in one facility or
program, several kinds and levels of decisions
may need to be made, and the legal
responsibilities of each agency must be fulfilled.
The individual child and his parents must be
informed of the educational alternatives available and every reasonable effort must be made
to enlist their cooperation and understanding;
they must be assured of due process in the
making of all major decisions that affect the
child’s
right
to “equal educational opportheir resources

tunity.’’
III.

Special

joined

education programs should be
with other child and family

assistance

programs of the community

in

order to provide exceptional children and
71

100
their families with all

needed

fully coordinated, effective,

services

and

on a

Every school system should contain a

V.

basis.

Among

central

visible

efficient

administrative

special education programs

the

total

complex of factors

which

that

condition what and how well a child learns in
school arc his health, physical condition, and
the
influential
aspects
of his nonschool
environment. Consequently,- special education
programs should be coordinated with health,
welfare, and other public services to serve the
full scope of the child’s needs. All programs
should be conducted in sensitive cooperation
with the parents of the child.

at

is

the

hicrarchal level as
tional

unit

and

for

services

same administrative
other major instruc-

units. *

program

The

parameters of regular and special
education should be articulated so that children
may be afforded equal educational opportunity
through the resources of either or both parts of
the system of education.
articulation
should
be
achieved
Such

through

negotiations

sensitive

between

the

responsible agents of both regular and special

IV.

Responsibility for administering the special education program should be dearly
defined so that accountability for service
effectiveness can be maintained.

In the administration of the special education system it must be clarified (a) who is to be
responsible for various functions and decisions

and (b) what procedures can be developed to
provide adequate protection of the individual
rights.

cliild’s

When

services

essential

to

the

improvement of a child’s condition are
rendered under several administrative auspices,
with handicapped
children, which agent or agency is to be
responsible for providing which aspects of
treatment needs to be clearly defined at every
as

is

so

level to

often

the

.

case

produce the most effective outcomes

for the child.

The major functions commonly assigned to
administrators of special education programs
include the following:
1. Establisliing and maintaining effective ways
of identifying children with special educa2.

tion needs.
Assessing the special needs of children to
determine what kinds of special programs

and

services should be provided for them.

and organizing an appropriate
variety of interventions or program alternatives for exceptional children.
4. Marshaling the resources needed to conduct
a comprehensive program of special educa3. Planning

tion.
5.

tion as required to guide the efforts of
those who arc engaged in the special

education enterprise.

7.

8.

all

in full parity.

protect

opportunity, the policy making bodies of
school systems should include administrators of
both regular and special education.
Programs to meet the needs of exceptional
children are no less important than those
designed to meet the needs of other children.
The importance of programs to meet human
needs should not be judged on the basis of the
number of clients the programs are expected to
serve.

Financial support for special education
should be a separate and identified
component of each school system’s

VI.

budget.

Since exceptional children have the same
lights to education as other children, the
needs of exceptional children
educational
cannot be delayed until the needs and service
demands of the majority of the children have
been satisfied. Educational resources are always
likely to be finite. The application of the
principle of “the greatest good for the greatest
number” to determine which children’s needs

be met first directly contradicts our
democratic society’s declared commitment to
equal educational opportunity for all children.
History confirms that the social injustices and
ill effects that flow from the application of the

shall

majority-first principle

to educational budget-

ing are too serious for this principle to be used

Exceptional children constitute a minority
of the school population. The programs for
them represent a comparatively high financial
investment for the numbers of children served.
In some school systems, money allocated to
special education

of special services.

produced can jeopardize; the

Involving

To

children to equal educational

Conducting evaluation and research activinew emphases and to
to reflect
ties
incorporate new knowledge and constantly
improve special instruction and the quality

community

representatives

in

planning programs to insure their, understanding and support.
Conducting programs for staff development,
such as inserviee or continuing education

programs.
12

who meet

the rights of

in educational financing.

Using direction, coordination, and consultaall

6.

education

the

is

regarded as an alternative to
regular school programs.
competitive interests thus

improvement of

The

climate

of

stability of special

education services.
•Usually tills /will mean an assistant or associate
superintendent level position or similar ofiice Jt
“cabinet" level directly below the superintendent
level.

SEl'TllMDLlK e

1973

/

The interests of the community arc ill served
competition for funds is conducted on the
isis of special interests. What is needed, rather,
•4 the cooperation of both regular and
special
educators to educate
the
public
in
the
desirability of meeting the needs of all children
without discrimination or favoritism.
There is every reason to believe that the
•

if

that the time of highly trained specialists is
used most effectively. Careful determination
should be made of the character of decisions to
allow use of differentiated staffing patterns
(i.e., persons with different levels and kinds of

Resources should be allocated to special
education on the basis of programs to be
provided, not on the basis of traditional

training arc employed in carefully coordinated
arrangements).
Special education programs must include
provisions for both the prcscrvicc and inservice
training of personnel. Training programs conducted by colleges and universities should
function in collaboration with field units so
that reality oriented practicum experiences can
be provided. Continuing educational opportunities should be provided for both regular and
special education personnel already at work in
the schools. These inservicc programs are not
only essential to help personnel adapt to
changes in the technology and practices of
special education but also to help keep the
programs flexible and responsive to new social

categorical incidence estimates.

developments and service

public

interest

responsibility

resources
are

is

is

for

placed

qualified

best

protected

when

the

deployment of public
the hands of persons who

the

by

in

and experience to
the necessary judgements. Thus, special
education should play an active role in
training

make

determining

However,

how

responsibility

resources are to be allocated.
the ultimate

community has

the

determine

to

goals

and

to

evaluate performance.

The mandate

to provide

al!

'

equal educational opportunities requires that all
educators, whether regular or special, be
equally concerned with the funding of both
regular and special education programs. No
school system can fulfill the mandate if rivalries
for dollars are permitted to supersede the needs
of children.
VII.

Effective operation of special education
programs and services requires employment of personnel who possess the skills,

understanding, and experience necessary
to deal effectively with the problems of
exceptional children.

The

demand

for

qualified

personnel

special education has led to specialization

technical

differentiation

in

possibilities.

children with

in

and

job classifications

and assignments. Care must be taken to insure

VIII.

Special education requires a broad base of
and support from the
community as well as from the educaparticipation

tional system.

The field of special education probably has
had more participation in program planning and
policies by citizen-consumers than any other
aspect of education. Tliis experience confirms
the value of parent and community voices in

program development. It is both a desirable
and a necessity that special education
leaders should continue to seek expanded
opportunities for the involvement of parents
and other community representatives in al!
phases of programs for exceptional children,
ranging from individual child conferences to the
broadest forms of social policy planning.
goal

Education of the Gifted

The 1973 Delegate Assembly approved “Education of the Gifted,” a policy statement presented
for action by the CEC Policies Commission (Maynard C. Reynolds, Chairman; Willard Abraham;
Donald Blodgett; Frances P. Connor; John Johnson; Fred A. MacKinnon; and Paul H. Voelker).
The statement derives from earlier position papers by Ruth Martinson, Willard Abraham, and
James Gallagher. The Commission gratefully acknowledges the contributions of Fred A.
MacKinnon in constructing this statement.

A draft of the statement appeared in the October, 1972 issue of Exceptional Children (Vol. 39,
No. 2, Pp. 167-169) with a request that reactions and suggestions be mailed to the Commission
Chairman. The statement was then revised on the basis of recommendations received and
submitted to the Delegate Assembly. The statement follows as amended and approved by the
Delegate Assembly.

The 1971 Delegate Assembly, in approving a
statement of basic commitments and responsibilities to exceptional children, nflirmed "that
every person is valuable in his own right and

exceptional children

should be
develop his

afforded
full

equal

opportunities

to

potential.”

Failure to act to meet the educational needs
is not only a denial of democratic

of the gifted

13
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IMPORTANT
AFTER COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

2.

Carefully remove this front page

Staple the questionnaire together

where shown on next page
3.

MAIL
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COMPREHENSIVE STUDY
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THE ROLE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
IN

MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Dear Col league

PROGRAMS you are
an objective study of the role of the Administrator
of Special Education Programs in Massachusetts Public Schools.
As an ADMINISTRATOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

aware

of the critical

need

for

By completing the enclosed questionnaire you will help to make the first
such study in Massachusetts possible. You will also assure yourself of receiving a copy of the completed study. It is essential that the completed study includes your professional knowledge and opinions. Most of the questions can be
answered without looking anything up.

NO SCHOOL DISTRICT OR INDIVIDUAL WILL BE IDENTIFIED
IN

THE COMPLETED STUDY

The study is endorsed and supported by the Massachusetts Association
Special Education Administrators (ASE) and; The Council for Exceptional
Children's Massachusetts Council of Administrators of Special Education (CEO,

of

,

MASS CASE).
It is essential that you complete the questionnaire and return
the next few days.

you have any questions please
my home: 413-736-1048.
If

or at

Your assistance

is

call

me

at

my

office:

it

within

413-732-4147,

appreciated.

^

—

'

J

)

Administrator of Special Services
West Springfield, MA. Public Schools

:

SECTION

I

:

:

:

Basic Data
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School District:

Questionnaire Answered By:

tnaws)
Title:

Office Address:

Number- Street

Community

Zip:

Telephone

COMMUNITY POPULATION

P lease </ check:

999
4,999
- 9,999
- 24,999

(1)

1

-

(5)

(2)

1,000
5,000
10,000

-

(6)

(3)
(4)

(7)
(8)

PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLLMENT ON
(1)

1

(2)

200
1,000
2,000

(3)
(4)

199

(5)

-

999
1,999
4,999

(6)

-

(2)
(3)
(4)

4.

1

,

(7)

(8)

20
100
200

19

(5)

-

99
199

(6)

-

499

(8)

TOTAL SPED BUDGET F Y 1975
1.00

(1)

(2) $100 thou
(3) $500 thou

5>

-

-

-

76

$100 thou
$ 500 thou
$ 1.0 mill

1.00-$

(2) $ 1,000

-

(3) $ 1,500

-

Please

y

check

P lease A/_ check

SPED PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE FY
(1) $

10-1-75

,

500 999
1,499
1,000 1,500 - 2,000
Over 2,000

(7)

-

check:

9 999
10,000 - 14,999
15,000 - 20,000
Over 20,000
5 000 -

TOTAL NUMBER OF SPED PUPILS ON

(D

y

Please

10-•1-75

-

-

25,000 - 49,999
50,000 - 74,999
75,000 -100,000
Over 100,000

_

(4)

$1.0 mill

(5) $1.5 mill
(6)

$2.0 mill

-

$1.5 mill
$2.0 mill

-

Up

-

1975-76 Please

y

$2,500 - $2,999
$3,000 - $3,499
(6) $ Over $3,500

999

(4)

$ 1,499
$ 2,499

(5)

check

:

:

108
IF

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

IS

READILY AVAILABLE

PLEASE

INDICATE:
6-

TOTAL SCHOOL BUDGET

(D

7-

(2)

Si. 00
- $1 million
$1 million- $5 million

(3)

$5 million- $10 million

8.

1

(4)$10
(5)$15
(6)$20
(7) $40

>/ check:

mi
mi
mi

II

-

$15 million

1

1

-

$ 20 mi

1

1

-

$39.9 mi

million

1-$

999

(4)

-

(2) $1 ,000- $1 ,249

(5)

-

(3) $1,250-

1

Please

-

$1,500
$1,750
(6) $2,000
(7) $2,500

$1,499

1

1

ion
1

1

ion

Up

AVERAGE "REGULAR" PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE FY
(1) $

SECTION

F Y 1975-76

1975-76

-

$1,749
$1,999
$2,499

-

Up

Administration

Has the

individual

district's
to

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

SPED

Please

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

y

who

is

responsible for administering your school

programs been given the responsibility and authority
— <
check
(1) Prepare the SPED budget?
(2) Defend the SPED budget?
(3) Administer the SPED budget?
:

YES
YES

NO

YES

personnel?

Interview potential

(5)

Make recommendations concerning
employment

NO
NO

SPED

(4)

the

SPED

(7)

personnel?
Evaluate SPED personnel?
Make presentations directly to the school

(8)

Evaluate

school committee?
Assume a major role in the school district's
organizational planning as it related to SPED

(6)

of

committee?

NO

YES

(9)

NO

YES

(10)

SPED programs with regard to goals,
objectives, and other criteria and make
recommendations based on those evaluations
to the superintendent of schools and to the

Develop and implement programs

for

SPED

pupi Is?

NO

YES

NO

YES

(11)

Write project applications to secure money to
develop, enhance, or expand programs for

(12)

Develop and disseminate on-going public
relations programs?

SPED

pupi Is?

9.

109

The

the individual

who has been assigned the responsibility
administering your school district's SPED programs is:
Please _i/ check:
(1) Assistant Superintendent
(2) Assistant Superintendent for Special Needs
(3) Administrator of Special Education
(4) Adm inistrator of Special Services
(5) Director of Special Education
(6) Director of Special Services
(7) Supervisor of Special Education
(8) Coordinator of Special Education
(9) Director of Pupil Personnel Services
(10) Other - Title:
title of

for

10.

Number

11.

of

years in present position:

The individual who has been assigned the responsibility for adminischeck:
SPED programs works a: Please

tering your school district's

Ten Month Year
Twelve Month Year with
(3) Other - Please Specify
(1)

weeks paid vacation.

(2)

12.

The individual who has been assigned the responsibility for supervising
all special education programs and services in your
Please \/ check:

the provision of
school district
:

time

SPED

(1)

Devotes

(2)

Has SPED and non SPED

full

to

related duties.

duties.

SPED

duties require on

the average:
(3)

0%

(4) 25%

-

50% (6) 75% (5)

24%
49%
74%
99%

of the individual

'

s time.

of the individual's
of the individual
of the individual

time.

'

s time.

'

s time.

SECTION

III:

Coord nat on
i

i
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13.

How do you rate your school district's cooperation, coordination
and liaison with the following Massachusetts groups at the present
time? Please
check:
Very

Good Good
(1)

MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Area Board
Regional Office

(2)

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
(SPED)

Central Off ice- Boston
Regional Office

(3)

REHABILITATION COMMISSION

(4)

ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED
CITIZENS
State
Local

(5)

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN
WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

(6)

OFFICE FOR CHILDREN

(7)

ADVOCACY CENTER

(8)

ASSOCIATION FOR MENTALLY
ILL CHILDREN

(9)

ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL
HEALTH

(10)

SCHOOL DISTRICT PARENT
ADVISORY GROUP

(11)

MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

(12)

OTHER

(13)

No
Fair

Poor Contact

Ill
14.

Has the cooperation, coordination, and

liaison with your school

and the following Massachusetts groups changed since
September 1974?
check.
Please
district

(1)

(2)

MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Area Board
Regional Office

(3)

(4)

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
(SPED)

Central Office-Boston

Regional Office

REHABILITATION COMMISSION

(7)

ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED
CITIZENS
State
Local

(8)

(5)
(9)

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN
WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

(6)

OFFICE FOR CHILDREN

(10)

ADVOCACY CENTER
ASSOCIATION FOR MENTALLY
ILL CHILDREN
ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL
HEALTH

SCHOOL DISTRICT PARENT
ADVISORY GROUP
(11)

MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

(12)

OTHER

(

13 )

i
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SECTION

IV:

Administrative and Organizational Changes

15. Please use the diagrams provided below, to

between the superintendent

show the relationship

of your school district

and the individual

responsible for administering your district's SPED programs on the
dates indicated. If no change has occurred do not draw the second
diagram, and check NO CHANGE

August 30, 1974

November

1

,

1975

NO CHANGE
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16.

Has there been a change

in the number of SPED positions
your school district since September 1974?

SPED POSITION

NUMBER ON
Sept.

(1) Administrators
(2) Psychologists

(3)Counseiors

Teachers

for Pupils
Classified as:
(4)VisuaHy Impaired

(5)

Speech Handicapped

(6) Hearing

Handicapped

(7) Physical ly

Handicapped

(8) Emotional ly Disturbed
(9) Mentally Retarded
(

10) Gifted

(1

1 )

(12)

Aphasic

Home- Hospital

(13) Multi-Handicapped

Handicapped

(

14) Motorical

(

15) Substantial ly Disabled

ly

(16) Learning Disabled
(17)

(18)
(19) Teacher Aides

Other
(

20 )

(

21

(

22 )

)

(23)

-

Specify

1974

in

NUMBER NOW

114

Were the

fol lowing SPED SERVICES
(i.e. programs, classes,
special teachers, etc.) under the supervision of the individual who
is responsible for administering your school district's SPED pro-

17.

,

grams EEFORE 766 and are they under

NOW?

that individual's supervision

Please ./ check:

SUPERVISED BY
ADMINISTRATOR OF SPED
BEFOF3E 766
N(DW
NO
YES
NO
YES
(1)

VISUALLY IMPAIRED

(2)

SPEECH HANDICAPPED

(3)

HEARING IMPAIRED

(4)

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

(5)

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED

(6)

;

LEARNING DISABLED

(7)

MENTALLY RETARDED

(8)

GIFTED

(9)

APHASIC

(10)

MULTI-HANDICAPPED

(11)

HOME-HOSPITAL TEACHER

(12)

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION

(13)

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM
(14)

PRE-SCHOOL SERVICES

(15)

OTHER

-

SPECIFY

115
18.

the SPED SERVICES, (i.e. Programs, classes,
special teachers, etc.) provided by your school district BEFORE 766
and those it provides NOW.

Please check

SCHOOL DISTRICT PROVIDED
THE FOLLOWING SPED SERVICES
3EFOR E
NO
(1)

VISUALLY IMPAIRED

(2)

SPEECH HANDICAPPED

(3)

HEARING IMPAIRED

(4)

PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

(5)

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED

(6)

LEARNING DISABLED

(7)

MENTALLY RETARDED

(8)

GIFTED

(9)

APHASIC

\

(10)

MULTI -HANDICAPPED

(11)

HOME-HOSPITAL TEACHER

(12)

ALTERNATIVE

(13)

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION

PROGRAM
(14)

PRE-SCHOOL SERVICES
OTHER

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

-

SPECIFY

N OW

766

YES

NO

YES
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SECTION V:
19.

Personnel Preparation and Certification

What

is

the current status of the following

by your school system.

Please

TEACHERS
(1)

CERTIFIED

(2)

BS

(3)

MS
LEVEL
LEVEL OR DOCTORATE
NO TEACHING EXPERIENCE
1-2 YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE
3 or MORE YEARS TEACHING EXP.

(4) 6th
(5) 7th

(6)
(7)

(8)

PSYCHOLOGISTS
(1)

CERTIFIED

(2)

BS

(3)

MS
LEVEL
LEVEL OR DOCTORATE
NO PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIENCE
1-2 YEARS PSYCHOLOGICAL EXP.
3 OR MORE YEARS PSYCH EXP.

(4) 6th

(5) 7th
(6)

(7)
(8)

COUNSELORS
(1)

CERTIFIED

(2)

BS

(3)

MS
LEVEL
LEVEL OR DOCTORATE
NO COUNSELING EXPERIENCE
1-2 YEARS COUNSELING EXP.
3 OR MORE YEARS COUNSELING

(4) 6th

(5) 7th

(6)
(7)
(8)

y/

SPED

personnel employed

check:

ALL

MOST

SOME FEW

NONE
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SECTION

VI:

20.

Understanding and Support

Do you feel that the majority of the following individuals and group
members UNDERSTAND and SUPPORT the PHILOSOPHY OF 766?
Please

y/

check:

PHILOSOPHY

UNDERSTAND
>>

O
o

-4->

0
0

Q
+*

O)

E
o

>4

4-f
-4-J

0

O
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)

(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)

(16)

School Committee
Superintendent of Schools
High School Principal (s)
JH School Principal (s)
Elementary Principals
High School Teachers
JH School Teachers
Elementary Teachers
SPED Teachers
Community Residents
Parents of Regular Class Pupils
Parents of SPED Pupils
High School Guidance
Counselors
JH School Counselors
Elementary Counselors
Adjustment Counselors

0

if)

CO

i_

o
<

c
o
L_

0

(0

CL

SUPPORT

0
Q_

>
L
0

>

0

a
a
O

>1

0

>

>>

-4-*

0
0
L_
0
T5
0

if)

2

>,

O)

c
0
k-

0
-4-<

0
CO

>4
L_

0

>

0
Q,

a
O
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21.

Do you feel that the majority of the following individuals and
group members UNDERSTAND and SUPPORT the REQUIREMENTS
of

766? Please

check:

REQUIREMENTS

UNDERSTAND

SUPPORT

Deal
Strongly

Little
Little

Moderately

Oppose

Completely

Great

Oppose
Partially

Strongly

Very
Very

A
(1) School

Committee

(2) Superintendent of Schools
(3) High School Principal (s)
(4)

JH School Principal (s)

(5)

Elementary Principals

(6) Hiqh School Teachers
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

JH School Teachers
Elementary Teachers

SPED

Teachers

Community Residents

(11) Parents of Regular Class

Pupi
(12) Parents of

Is

SPED

Pupils

(13) High School Guidance

Counselors
(14)

JH School Counselors

(15) Elementary Counselors
(16) Adjustment Counselors

i

Very

SECTION

119
VII:

Budget

22.

Does your school

SPED

district separate and identify the following
budget categories within the regular school budget?

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

SECTION

VIII:

23.

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

(3)

Personnel
Diagnostic Services
Text and Workbooks

(4)

Equipment

(5)

(6)

Out of District Tuition
Transportation

(7)

Suppl ies

Does the

(1)
(2)

Organizational Level
Organizational Level

NO

YES

(1)

NO

YES

(2)

who

responsible
for administering your school district's
SPED programs have a job description?
If

individual

is

the individual does have a job

description, will you please return
with this questionnaire or send it

separately?

NO

YES

(3)

NO

YES

(4)

Does your school district have an
organization chart?
If your school district does have an
organization chart will you please
return it with this questionnaire, or
send it separately, or tell us below
how we may obtain a copy?

it

:
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24.

Is the salary range of the individual responsible for administering your school district's SPED programs ABOVE,

the

SAME,

or

BELOW

the salary range of the positions listed?

P ease y/ check
I

SPED ADMINISTRATORS
SALARY RANGE IS
ABOVE SAME BELOW

POSITION
(1) Superintendent of Schools
(2) Assistant Superintendent
of

(3)

Schools

for:

PRINCIPALS
High School
Junior High School

Elementary
(4)

VICE PRINCIPALS
High School
Junior High School

Elementary
(5)

DIRECTORS OF FOLLOWING

SCHOOL SYSTEM PROGRAMS
Pupil Personnel

Science
Social Studies

Reading
Physical Education

Language Arts
Audio Visual
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25.

Is

the organizational

l

evel of the individual responsible for

administering your school districts

ABOVE,

the

SAME,

positions listed?

or

BELOW

SPED

programs

the organizational level of the

Please y/ check:

SPED ADMINISTRATORS
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL IS

ABOVE

POSITION
(1)

Superintendent

(2)

Assistant Superintendent
of

(3)

Schools

of

Schools

for:

PRINCIPALS
High School
Junior High School

Elementary
(4)

VICE PRINCIPALS
High School
Junior High School

Elementary
(5)

DIRECTORS OF FOLLOWING

SCHOOL SYSTEM PROGRAMS
Pupi

1

Personnel

Science
Social Studies

Reading
Physical Education

Lanquaqe Arts
Audio Visual

SAME

BELOW

/

:
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26.

your opinion, are the professional responsibilities of your
school district's Administrator of SPED programs GREATER,
the SAME, or LESS than the professional responsibilities of
the positions listed?
Please \/ check:

!n

SPED A DMINISTRATORS
RESPONSABILITIES ARE:
LESS
GREATER SAME
POSITION
(1) Superintendent of Schools
(2) Assistant Superintendent
of Schools for

(3)

PRINCIPALS
High School
Junior High School
Elementary

(4)

VICE PRINCIPALS
High School
Junior High School
Elementary

(5)

DIRECTORS OF FOLLOWING

SCHOOL SYSTEM PROGRAMS
Pupil Personnel

Science
Social Studies

Reading
Physical Education
Language Arts
Audio Visual
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SECTION

IX:

Integration

27.

How effective do you feel your school district has been
providing the following services for your SPED
pupils?
Please

y

in

check:

EFFECTIVENESS
r

Ineffective

PROVIDING SERVICES

Effective

FOR ELEMENTARY PUPILS (K-GR6)

Ineffective

Effective

Very

(1)

IDENTIFICATION OF PUPILS

(2)

CORE EVALUATIONS
REG CLASS - FULLTIME
REG CLASS + SPED 0-25%
REG CLASS + SPED 25-60%
SEPARATE SPED CLASS

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)

COUNSELING - PUPIL
COUNSELING - PARENTS
SPEECH THERAPY
MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

FOR SECONDARY PUPILS (GR 7-GR

12)

(1)

IDENTIFICATION OF PUPILS

(2)

CORE EVALUATIONS
REG CLASS - FULL TIME
REG CLASS + SPED 0-25%
REG CLASS + SPED 25-60%
SEPARATE SPED CLASS

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)

COUNSELING - PUPIL
COUNSELING - PARENT
COUNSELING - VOCATIONAL
SPEECH THERAPY
MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Very
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28.

Which

of the following PROGRAMS were available to your
pupils in 1970? Please
check:

NO
NO

YES
YES

NO

YES

(3)

NO

YES

(4)

NO
NO
NO

YES
YES
YES

(5)

SPED

REGULAR EDUCATION
REGULAR EDUCATION WITH

(1)

(2)

MODIFICATIONS

29.

REGULAR EDUCATION WITH
UP TO 25% SPED
REGULAR EDUCATION WITH
UP TO 60% SPED
SEPARATE SPED PROGRAMS
DAY SCHOOLS
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS

(6)
(7)

Using only those PROGRAMS which you indicated in #28 were
available in 1970, write in on the chart below your estimate of
the percentage of pupi Is who would most likely have been assigned
to

each program

in

1970.

Use

0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% as

appropriate.

SPED PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

IN 1970

SPED

SPED

Schools

Education
Education
Education

Education

SPED

60%

Modifications

25%

Schools

to

to

Programs

Separate

PUPILS WITH

Regular

Regular
Regular

Regular

Up

Up

Residential

Day

with
with
with

(1)

MILD MENTAL RETARDATION

(2)

MODERATE MENTAL
RETARDATION

(3)

SEVERE MENTAL

(4)

MODERATE EMOTIONAL

(5)

DISTURBANCE
SEVERE EMOTIONAL
DISTURBANCE

RETARDATION

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

*

%

2L

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%
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30.

Write in on the chart below your estimate of the percentage
your pupi Is who are currently assigned to the following 766

PROGRAM PROTOTYPES.

Use

of

0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100%

as appropriate.

PROGRAM PROTOTYPES

766

SPED

SPED
Education

Schools

Education

SPED

Education

Education

25%

60%

to

to

Modifications

Schools

Programs

PUPILS WITH
Separate

Regular

Regular

Residential

Up

Up
Regular

Regular

Day
with

(1)

MILD MENTAL RETARDATION

(2)

MODERATE MENTAL

(3)

SEVERE MENTAL

(4)

MODERATE EMOTIONAL

(5)

SEVERE EMOTIONAL

RETARDATION
RETARDATION

DISTURBANCE
DISTURBANCE

with

with

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

A

A.

A

3L

A

**********************

YOUR COOPERATION AND ASSISTANCE
IN COMPLETING THIS STUDY ARE DEEPLY
APPRECIATED.
Please Mail Study Back Immediately
as Outlined on the Back of the Front

Page

%
%

APPENDIX C

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
ADMINISTRATOR'S LETTER
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October 15, 1975

Mr. Donald R. Snyder
Administrator of Special Services
Office of the Director
425 Piper Road
West Springfield, MA. 01089

Dear Don,
It is my pleasure to reconfirm the Executive

Committee's endorsement of your study regarding the role
of the SPED Administrator.

Our committee is requesting

that all members of A.S.E. cooperate with you to

facilitate the completion of the study.

It

is our

feeling that research in this area, particularly with
the advent of Chapter 766 legislation is greatly needed.

Best wishes,

< /

/?

.

Newton von Sander, Ed.D.
President, A.S.E.

nvs/d

APPENDIX D
THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN’S MASSACHUSETTS
COUNCIL OF ADMINISTRATORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION LETTER

THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
MASSACHUSETTS CASE

December 17 » 1975
OFFICERS
MR. RICHARD

L.

COCCI

President

(617) 342-0791

MR. PAUL

E.

TETO

Vice President

MS.

LINDA

HOWARD

Secretary

MR. GERALD

MAZOR

Treasurer

Mr. Donald Snyder
62 Ohio Avenue

West Springfield, Massachusetts 01039
Dear Don:
Mass. C.A.S.E., which represents many of the special education
administrators in both the public and private sectors of education, is
very interested in your doctoral study which concerns the area of
administration of special education programs.
As president of Mass. C.A.S.E., I would like to endorse your
study and encourage special education administrators to cooperate in
supplying vital data for your study.
I would be very interested in obtaining periodic reports on the
study as it progresses, if that is possible - again good luck!

Sincerely,

Richard L. Cocci
President, Mass. C.A.S.E.
RLC/cs

APPENDIX E

FOLLOW-UP LETTER

.
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A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY

THE ROLE

OS’

EDUCATION
THE ADMINISTRATOR OE SPECIAL

SCHOOLS
IN MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC

Bear Colleague;

th^

hlio^ohool
study of the role of
As yoi\ know, the first Massachusetts
“° w *
‘
AMmSTRATOK OF SPECIAL HMCATIOK PROGRAMS
Education Admins
the
Council of
is endorsed by Loth
Children s mssac
istratore, and the Connell for Exceptional
Administrators of Special Education.

“

766 is
It is our belief that if Chapter

Mb

*°^ e

^SsmToTo^SIWUL
™
lev!
£

salary status
administrative, organizational, and
school districts s
PROGRAMS in Massachusetts public
responsibilities.
and
duties,
c«ensurate with the positions,

at a

hfA

A preliminary evaluation of the
title, and salary range.
organizational ^level , administrative

%*££***

study i. to collect^
One of the major purposes of this
data that
duties and
the comprehensive and objective
to because ox your extensive
professional status you are entitled

responsibilities
please call me at my offices
If you have any questions
or at my home U13—T36—10U8.

1+13— 736—UlU 7

»

Your assistance is appreciated.

Sincerely,

jOsrud
Snyder,

Donald R.
Services
Administrator of Special
Public Schools
MA
Springfield,
West
,

:

:

A COMPREHENSIVE STUDY
THE ROLE OP THE A2PHNISTRATOR OP SPECIAL EDUCATION
DT MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

PLEASE

0 BELOW AND

MATT,

BACK IN THE ENCLOSED ENVELOPE TODAY :

I completed the QUESTIONNAIRE and mailed it hack
me a copy of the completed study.

Please send me another QUESTIONNAIRE to complete,
a copy of the completed study.

—

I

I

please send

Please send me

I will complete and mail hack the completed Study in a few days.
Please send no a copy of the completed study.

I am not going to return the QUESTIONNAIRE for the following reasons

SCHOOL DISTRICT;

PERSON ANSWERING:
Title s
Office Address

Number - Street
Community

s

Z ip

s

s,

Telephone

NO SCHOOL DISTRICT OR INDIVIDUAL WILL BE IDENTIFIED
IN THE COMPLETED STUDY

